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ABSTRACT

This work treats the development and evaluation of a new concept for an imag-
ing radar algorithm for the automotive environment. The system under in-
vestigation, is especially examined for its applicability in a multi-target sce-
nario, i.e. more targets than sensors, a basic requirement of the industry. The
assignment problem resulting from trilateration of a multi-target scenario is
investigated and solved. Furthermore, sensors without any synchronization of
frequency or phase are used to keep the system cost efficient.

Diese Arbeit behandelt die Entwicklung und Evaluierung eines neuen Konzeptes
für ein bildgebendes Radarverfahren für den automobilen Einsatz. Das unter-
suchte Verfahren ist in der Lage, eine Mehrziel-Szenario, gemeint ist hier mehr
Ziele als Sensoren, so abzubilden, dass es den grundlegenden Anforderungen der
Automobilbranche entspricht. Hierbei wird nicht nur das Zuordnungsproblem,
welches bei der Anwendung des Trilaterationsverfahrens auf eine Mehrzielumge-
bung auftritt, berücksichtigt, sondern auch bewusst auf die Synchronisierung
der einzelnen Radarsensoren, bzgl. Frequenz oder Phase, verzichtet, um die
Kosteneffizienz des Gesamtsystems zu steigern.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the world of today, mobility is a key characteristic in any society. Not only does it
offer a greater flexibility to the employee, but it increases dramatically the sales market
for almost any product. The downside of this trend toward more mobility is the higher
density of traffic in general. Studies demonstrate that at a certain traffic density, the
slightest braking of a car may cause fatal congestions. This results from the disability of
most drivers to correctly determine the deceleration rate and the distance to the vehicle
ahead. To navigate a car safely in heavy traffic, it is not enough to just measure the exact
distance to the vehicle in front, but the entire scenario has to be taken into account. As this
is not possible with current cruise control systems, the so called autonomous drive of today
is limited in a number of ways. On the one hand, the systems allow only inefficient large
distances in between cars and are on the other hand limited to moderate acceleration and
deceleration values. Furthermore, current systems cannot operate a car in “Stop and Go”
mode, due to a lack of precision, especially of angular precision. Though automated “Stop
and Go” is very comfortable for the driver, the main goal is still the avoidance of dangerous
situations, setting a person’s life at risk. Such a situation might arise for example if a child
suddenly appears on the road from behind a parked car. Clearly, an emergency break is
required here. The same maneuver cannot be tolerated if a tin can appears on the road.
Therefore a system that is allowed to initiate heavy deceleration needs to exhibit high
reliability. Definitely, high precision images as well as object identification are necessary
to obtain this..

To establish a new product on the automotive supplier market, observing standards on
reliability, cost, and size is crucial. As with any new product, a certain degree of innova-
tion and usefulness is required. Within the automotive market, new features need to be
eyecatchers. Eyecatcher does not necessarily mean something visible, as an extraordinary
design, but relates more to the appearance in the press and commercials. For example, a
functionality that protects pedestrians, even if it only flattens an edge that the predeces-
sor model did not even exhibit, will result in numerous positive press appearances of the
corresponding car and mark the respective brand as innovative.

Customers on the automotive market can be separated into two groups. Functionality
and design oriented buyers. Speaking very figurative, the first group is not willing to pay
a cent for anything that goes beyond the basic functionality of driving. The second group
on the other hand, is able and willing to pay more money for a car, but the money goes
straight into the brands and the design. Therefore, a low price per unit is essential. This
can only be reached, if large quantities are sold.

At the same moment, where low cost per unit is required, a high reliability is required.
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This results on the one hand from the high quantities argument above, meaning that an
error requires the replacement of many devices. On the other hand, most parts in a car
can cause enormous damage if they malfunction. A good example is an erroneous brake.

Connected to the pricing argument is another main argument, car manufacturers have
to deal with. People do not buy cars to travel, but because of their design. This exaggerated
statement is not as exaggerated as it might appear, but it is crucial for additional features,
such as a radar system. It must not influence the appearance of the vehicle, i.e. it has to
vanish somewhere inside the chassis.

It is furthermore important for almost all systems in cars to work as real time appli-
cations. Depending on the specific application, the maximum processing time that has to
be guaranteed varies. For a pre-crash sensor for example, the processing time available is
shorter than for imaging systems, as the covered targets are closer.

These demands of the automotive industry that are also cited in a number of publi-
cations [1–3] apply for radar imaging systems as they do for any other system. The aim
of this work is now to consider, whether an imaging radar system can be developed that
obeys all these demands and at the same time provides a reasonable radar image. Design-
ing an imaging system itself is far from trivial, but as it comes to the above mentioned
restrictions, entirely new concepts need to be investigated.

1.1 State of the Art

Imaging radars are not only investigated with a focus on the automotive industry, but do
play a major role in research on nondestructive-testing [4] and meteorology [5]. Therefore,
all of the above mentioned paragraphs solutions exist. Unfortunately none of them satisfies
more than two prerequisites. The most common solutions will be described shortly with
their advantages and disadvantages.

Precise radar images can be obtained using scanning radars, as e.g. in nautical navi-
gation. Almost any naval vessel is equipped with the characteristically rotating antenna.
Many stationary radars use this method, which provides good angular precision in combina-
tion with any radar method chosen to perform the range measurement. The disadvantages
of this system are clearly the moving parts, as well as the influence on the shape, i.e. design
of the car. Another realization of a scanning radar is the phased array radar. It works
basically the same way as the mechanically scanned radar, but has no moving parts. This
results from electronically panning the antenna radiation pattern. It is reached by building
a single antenna from a large number of antenna elements. Each element has to be fed and
the phase of the feeding line needs to be adjustable. This is equivalent to high production
cost, as active elements to control the phase of radar frequencies are extremely expensive.

Recent upper class cars come with adaptive cruise control. This means that the cruise
control does not control the velocity but the distance to the car ahead. The distance is
measured by radar sensors. These sensors do provide only poor angular precision and are
therefore not suited for imaging. The modules commercially available furthermore do have
data processing units included, i.e. raw data is not available. This makes them slow. As
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pricing is a main argument in the automotive supplier market, sensors that can handle
pre-crash detection as well as high precision imaging are desired.

In contrast to the above, there are also publications and pending patents [6, 7] dealing
especially with near range radar systems that depend on phase information for angular
resolution. This technique is different to the above mentioned phased array method, as
not the antenna pattern is steered, but the phase difference is used to determine the target
angle using the known location of each sensor and the propagation delay given by the phase
difference. The system therefore provides a high relative range resolution, i.e. propagation
delay between two sensors. As mentioned, a high angular resolution is reached by accepting
higher production cost.

Radar imaging is also performed by combining information from multiple sensors. A
very old method to combine information is triangulation or trilateration. To locate an
object in a three dimensional space, three distance or three angle measurements are nec-
essary. If each measurement was performed from a different reference point, with known
location and infinite precision, the result is an exact location. This method works perfectly
for a single unknown location, but gets out of control, if multiple indistinguishable objects
are to be located.

So called superresolution algorithms usually deal with the same problem. Publications
[8, 9] on those algorithm often state the condition of more sensors than objects. This is
unrealistic for a roadside scenario. Furthermore, a number of publications deals with the
combination of different sensors, i.e. using different frequencies, different ranging methods,
such as pulse and spread spectrum, or even combining radar with infrared sensors [10–15].
These publications use radar sensors that were selected because of their precision, but not
because of their cheap assembling cost.

In addition, there are also methods that try to assign targets to classes, which can be
characterized by specific values such as speed [16]. Many of the above mentioned methods
can also be transferred into the optical domain, as described in [17].

1.2 Goal of this Work

A recent project at the Fachgebiet Höchstfrequenztechnik [18] brought up a cheap and
powerful radar front end. It was developed for usage in the automotive environment and
fulfills therefore the above mentioned boundary conditions concerning cost and size. As raw
data is available at reasonable speed, the front end is basically suitable for both, pre-crash
detection as well as radar imaging.

This work is supposed to determine, whether it is possible to combine two or more
of these radar front ends into a cost effective imaging system. Due to the required cost
effectiveness, it is not possible to evaluate the phase of received signals, which allows
more precise range measurement. As the imaging system is not intended to be connected
to one specific radar front end, the general question arose, whether radar imaging using
noncoherent sensors reaches reasonable precision in a roadside environment. Other sensors
that could be used, include not only pseudo noise or spread spectrum sensors as in [19], but
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also pulse or other radars or even optical sensors. As already mentioned, common concepts
for radar imaging do not qualify for the automotive market, due to the limitations explained
above. Therefore, a new concept needs to be developed and evaluated for its applicability.
The basis of the new concept was the suggestion to use noncoherent sensors, as well as the
offer to utilize a recently developed pseudo noise radar sensor. Using noncoherent sensors
is also a main difference compared to systems, such as in [7].



2. PROPOSED RADAR-SYSTEM CONCEPT

The following chapters will first give an overview on radar systems in general, before
describing the elements of the front-end of one sensor of the proposed radar system.

2.1 Radar Considerations

Radar, or RAdio Detection And Ranging, at first detects only the range of a target, as
denoted by its long form. In opposite to its original meaning, radar is equivalent to radar
imaging for many people. In this chapter, the focus is set on a single radar sensor that
outputs distance and amplitude information. For the design of a radar system, one of the
first decisions to be made deals with the type of radar to be used. The choice is basically
to be made among pulse radars and continuous wave radars. The decision for or against a
certain type will be based on factors like cost efficiency, complexity of the system, and target
detection capabilities, i.e. can moving and stationary targets be detected. Furthermore the
achievable dynamic range, minimum and maximum detection distance, and the compliance
to bandwidth and power limitations, given by regulating authorities, dominate the decision.
Additionally, radar systems are distinguished as mono- and bi- or multistatic systems,
depending on whether transmitter and receiver are collocated or not. All the following
systems can be designed as either mono- or bistatic systems.

2.1.1 Pulse Radar

Classical Pulse Radar

The oldest and most commonly known system is the pulse radar. A short pulse is sent and
the reflection from the target is received. The range is determined by examining the round-
trip delay of the pulse. A block diagram for a pulse radar is shown in Fig. 2.1. A critical
element in Fig. 2.1 is the transmit/receive switch or whatever element is used to create the
pulse. The pulse length limits on the one hand the resolution of the radar and sets the
bandwidth requirements on the other hand. The shorter the transmit pulse duration, the
higher the range precision, as the delay time measurement is more precise. This means
for a multi target environment, i.e. a sum of reflected pulses, each with a different delay,
the minimum distance between two targets necessary to detect both of them decreases
with decreasing pulse width. Sec. 2.2.2 goes more into detail on the resolution aspect.
Furthermore, the detection of a target depends on the energy of the received pulse due to
low pass characteristics of all elements. This means the shorter the pulse, the higher the
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Trigger,
Reference

Switch

Receiver Output

Fig. 2.1: Block diagram of a pulse radar

required peak power to detect a given minimum target. Peak power levels are critical in
pulse radar systems. Usually, maximum peak- as well as average power levels are specified
for frequency bands. Pulse radar peak powers therefore will be limited by either peak
power specification of the band or technical limitations of the peak power. In general,
the maximum allowed transmitted energy is higher, when continuous transmission is used,
obeying the maximum average power, instead of pulses limited by the maximum peak
power. Besides the power limitations, bandwidth limitations apply to all radar applications.
This means the pulse duration is roughly inversely proportional to the occupied bandwidth.
As far as bandwidth is concerned, the general goal is to keep it narrow. The reason is cost.
The more bandwidth a system requires, the higher the licensing cost for the respective
band. Furthermore, system elements become more expensive, when designed for broader
bandwidth. A monostatic pulse radar using a switch as in Fig. 2.1 has also a minimum
detection range. It results from the so called “blind time”, i.e. the time during which the
switch connects the antenna to the transmitter to send out a pulse, instead of the receiver.
As indicated by its name, the receiver is “blind” during this time. The other degree of
freedom goes into the pulse repetition frequency (PRF). It is the reciprocal time between
two pulses. The maximum detectable range as well as the probability for ambiguities are
determined by the PRF. The maximum detectable range is given by c0

2PRF
, i.e. the reflected

pulse must be received before the following pulse is sent. Ambiguities in range detection
arise for high PRFs, i.e. short time between two pulses. A distant but strong target might
be detected as a close target, because the returning pulse is not detected before the next
pulse is sent. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.2.

Pulse Compression Radar

The bandwidth problem of the classical pulse radar led to the development of the so
called pulse compression radar. The idea behind pulse compression is to spread a sharp,
narrow, and high power pulse before transmitting it. This is done by means of a filter
H(ω). The filter changes the phase of the different spectral components of the pulse in a
determined way, which results in broadening of the pulse itself. On the receiver-side this
effect is reverted by applying a matched filter H∗(ω) to the RX signal. The result is a
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t

RX

TX

t

0 1/PRF t

Fig. 2.2: Ambiguities in pulse radar systems, due to high PRF

pulse comparable in width to the original pulse. The actual pulse width and shape can
be determined by evaluating F−1{H(ω) · H∗(ω)}. The principle is sketched in Fig. 2.3.
The matched filter principle in the schematic is equivalent to either a correlator or a
combination of time inversion and a filter H(ω). The correlator principle, i.e. correlating
the received signal delayed by a fixed time τ resulting from the target distance, with the
original transmit signal is used for the PN-radar as well. This is shown in Sec. 2.2. The
advantages delivered by pulse compression are various. Due to the spread pulse, the average
power can be increased without simultaneously increasing the peak power or decreasing
the unambiguous range by using a higher PRF. The matched filter principle can be seen as
a coding algorithm. Coding brings along the advantage of reduced sensibility to interfering
signals. Pulse compression is therefore closely related to the PN-radar principle.

H( )w

H ( )* w

TX

RX

Fig. 2.3: Block diagram of a pulse compression radar sensor

2.1.2 Continuous Wave Radar

In opposite to pulse radars, CW radars transmit continuously, which avoids extreme peak
power values, but still provides high energy for a detection interval ∆t. Basically the CW
radar systems can be distinguished on whether the carrier is modulated or not.
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Unmodulated CW Radar

Unmodulated CW radars are also referred to as moving target indication (MTI) radars.
The functionality is based on the Doppler effect. A continuous wave RF signal is transmit-
ted. An approaching or departing target, i.e. an object that has a radial velocity component
with respect to the radar, reflects the wave back and thereby changes the frequency of the
carrier depending on its radial velocity. The receiver detects the frequency difference be-
tween the transmitted and received signal and calculates the velocity of the object from
the Doppler formula Eq. 2.65. The disadvantage of this method is that stationary targets,
or targets that move on a constant radius circle around the radar, cannot be detected.

Modulated CW Radar

Modulated CW radars on the other hand transmit continuously as well but use a modulated
carrier. There is a variety of modulations that are used. A linear frequency modulation over
time is described here as it is very figurative. These radar systems, unlike the unmodulated
ones, are able to detect moving targets as well as stationary ones. In the easiest case, the
frequency of the transmitted signal varies linearly with time between fmin and fmax during a
time interval ∆t. After reaching fmax, the frequency goes back to fmin either spontaneously
or linearly, which results in sawtooth- and triangular-shaped frequency-over-time graphs
as in Figs. 2.4 and 2.5, respectively. As shown in Figs. 2.4 and 2.5, the frequency difference

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
−0.4

−0.2

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

t/T
0

f/F
0

TX signal
delayed signal
delayed signal with Doppler
difference TX,delayed sig.
difference TX,delayed sig. w Doppler

Fig. 2.4: Triangular modulating signal and
possible receive signals

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
−0.2

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

t/T
0

f/F
0

TX signal
delayed signal
delayed signal with Doppler
difference TX,delayed sig.
difference TX,delayed sig. w Doppler

Fig. 2.5: Sawtooth shaped modulating sig-
nal and possible receive signals

between transmitted and received signal, obtained by a mixer, results from two effects.
The first effect causing the frequency difference, is the modulation. The target reflected,
received signal is delayed, compared to the transmitted signal. The frequency difference
results from

fIF =
(fcmax − fcmin)

∆t
· τ (2.1)
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with τ = 2r
c0

the delay time resulting from the distance of the reflector to the target r, and
fIF the frequency difference obtained by mixing the TX and RX signal. The other effect
causing frequency variation of the received signal is again the Doppler effect as already
mentioned. To separate the Doppler and the delay effects and therefore to detect distance
as well as radial velocity, triangular shapes of the frequency-over-time graph are preferred
over sawtooth-shaped ones. For triangular shapes fIF is a sum signal for the rising slope and
a difference signal for the falling slope. Obviously, the two terms can be separated easily
by combining sum and difference signal. For sawtooth shaped signals it is not possible to
clearly separate both components. In general ∆f = fmax−fmin is chosen so that τ ∆f

∆t
> fD

to avoid the need for case distinction. Under this constraint the distance can be written as

r =
∆t c0

4 ∆f
τ · (fIF,rise − fIF,fall) (2.2)

and the Doppler shift is obtained as

fD =
1

2
· (fIF,rise + fIF,fall) . (2.3)

The advantages are therefore lower peak power levels and combined detection of velocity
and range by a single circuit. The cost of this method is a more complex circuitry, especially
for the TX side, where a modulator must be integrated.

2.1.3 Passive and Semi-Active Target Location

Research on passive and semi-active target location is especially enforced by the defense
industry. A primary problem with radar for defense applications is the radiated power.
Any transmit antenna, especially high power ones, can be detected and therefore destroyed
easily. Different countermeasures were applied to reduce vulnerability of defense radars.
Positioning the redundant transmit antennas at different locations than the receive antenna
can avoid destruction of the entire system, but difficulties arise, as the receiver needs
information from the transmitter, i.e. RF- or at least IF-connections between TX- and
RX- device are required. Hiding the transmit signal beneath the noise is possible by
spreading the signal as in PN-radars, but brings along the disadvantage of low maximum
ranges, as the TX power is low. So the need for passive and therefore undetectable radars
brought along the passive and semi-active radar. A semi-active radar, is a system that
does not have its own transmitter. It can be realized by using signals originating from
e.g. radio and television transmitters. The idea is basically to listen for echoes of these
signals that might result from a reflection from e.g. a hostile aircraft and calculate the
target location. This triangulation step uses the information provided by the difference in
time of flight between the directly received signal and the signal reflected from the target.
By using multiple receive antennas and detecting the Doppler shift, additional information
for a radar image can be obtained. Information on realized passive radar systems are
scarce, but the idea for a passive radar was mentioned first in the 1950s. A main field
of passive radar is radiometry, e.g. in [20]. Radiometry treats the detection of signals,
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in relation to radar especially microwave signals, of thermal origin. This means that the
radar does not rely on any echoes from the target but on emissions from the target itself.
Radiometry deals with thermal emissions, i.e. mainly from the engine, but other emissions,
such as communication signals or other RF transmitters on board the hostile target can be
valuable for the passive radar system. The predominant problem for these systems is the
power level that is several orders of magnitude smaller than that active radars deal with.
The advantages that drive research is on the one hand the “invisibility” of the radar and
on the other hand system immanent factors, such as r−2 dependence instead of r−4 and
reduced power consumption and therefore weight.

2.1.4 Radar Frequencies

For military applications several frequency bands are reserved. As some devices are kept
secret, it is hard to get information on frequency bands used. In general, military applica-
tions do not have to fulfill such stringent power and bandwidth limitations as commercial
applications. Besides frequency bands assigned to military radar applications, there are
some more bands that are exclusively reserved for radars. One would be the civil aviation
control radar. For automotive radars, such as described in this document, only the so
called ISM bands are of interest. ISM stands for Industrial Scientific and Medical. Devices
are free to operate within the boundaries of this bands, provided that they fulfill all reg-
ulations applying to the respective band, above all power limitations. For the automotive
industry, especially the ISM band at 24.00-24.25 GHz is of interest. This frequency already
provides good propagation conditions under all weather situations, e.g. low attenuation for
foggy or wet environments. On the other hand, the bandwidth available here is larger than
for lower ISM bands. As 250 MHz is still far from the requirements of Ultra-Wide-Band
(UWB) radars, some current automotive radars are designed to use the recently assigned
automotive radar band at 76-77 GHz by the European Radiocommunications Committee
(ERC). With a bandwidth of 1 GHz it allows a resolution about four times better than
within the ISM band. The correlation of available bandwidth with maximum resolution
of the system is valid for all radar system, no matter whether FMCW, pulse or PN tech-
niques are used. In the USA, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) approved
the allocation of an unlicensed spectrum from 3.1-10.6 GHz for communication and imag-
ing systems. [21] further mentions the approval of another 7 GHz band at 22-29 GHz by the
FCC. Although the need for UWB radar bands is acknowledged by the ERC, frequency
allocations in excess of the 76 GHz band have not been assigned yet.

2.1.5 Mono-, Bi-, and Multistatic Radars

This section will in short mention the differences between these concepts. They are in
general the co- or dislocation of transmit and receive antenna.

Monostatic Radars Monostatic radars are radars that have only a single antenna. It is
connected to the transmit and receive circuit through a switch, i.e. the radar either receives
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or transmits, but never both at same time. Therefore this concept is not ideal for every
type of radar. An FMCW radar cannot be realized reasonably as a monostatic one. A
pulse radar on the other hand is ideal for a monostatic concept. Although a so called blind
time exists, during the transmit time, see Figs. 2.1 and 2.2, it is usually negligible, due to
very short pulses. In addition a separate transmit antenna would be idle most of the time,
again due to short pulses, compared to 1/PRF. For systems requiring compact dimensions,
a monostatic system might be the layout of choice.

Bi- and Multistatic Radars A bistatic system consists of one transmitter spatially
separated from the receiver. As mentioned above, some systems require the possibility to
transmit and receive at the same time. If there is more than one transmitter or receiver,
many documents speak of multistatic systems, though the term bistatic is used for these
configurations too. Besides higher cost for multiple antennas, bistatic systems offer ad-
vantages. In military use, separating transmitter and receiver protects the receiver. The
transmitter can be located easily by the host, as it is transmitting a significant amount of
microwave power. The receiver on the other hand is hardly identified. So it makes sense to
collocate expensive parts of the system with the receiver and to implement the transmitter
structures redundant.

2.2 PN-Radar Principles

The radar system under investigation for this work uses pseudo-noise (PN) sensors. The
characteristic feature of this type of radar is the spreading code used to modulate the
carrier. Spreading technology is a specific realization of the pulse compression technique,
as already mentioned. Cheap microprocessors allow the generation of long spreading se-
quences that let appear the signal random and therefore noise-like.

2.2.1 PN sequences

As already mentioned in Sec. 2.1.1, spreading technology can be described as a matched
filter receiver or equivalent as a correlation receiver. For PN radars, the time domain
function of the transmit filter is a random looking series of “0” and “1” generated by a
linear tapped delay line, also referred to as linear feedback shift register (LFSR), as shown
in Fig. 2.6. Using a LFSR means the code can be generated by using l unit-delay elements
and l or less exclusive-or (EXOR) gates. This is visualized in Fig. 2.6 by using parameters
a0 . . . al ∈ {0,1}, with “1” indicating the existence of a tap. From l the number of unit-
delay elements, i.e. a delay of a bit-length Tc, the length of the code in bits L can be written
as

L = 2l − 1. (2.4)

Maximum length sequences or m-sequences can be easily generated by using a single linear
feedback shift register. Combining two or more m-sequences from different shift registers
by means of EXOR gates results in code families such as Gold- and Kasami-sequences.
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More information and mathematical deduction of their properties is available in [22, 23].
The name pseudo-noise relates to the spectrum of this sequences. The spectrum looks like
white noise for the ideal case. The ideal case is marked by zero-length bits, i.e. Tc → 0, and
an infinitely long sequence, which equals white noise. The real world case has a relatively
constant amplitude in the spectrum roughly between fmin and fmax, with fmin = 1

L·Tc
,

fmax = 1
Tc

, L the code length, and Tc the bit duration. Depending on whether a uni- or
bipolar sequence, i.e. a 0/1 or a -1/1, was chosen, the spectrum contains either a dominant
or a negligible DC component. The exact spectrum depends of course on the pulse form
of a single bit. A single bit of the sequence is also referred to as a chip. The spectra
of a real PN sequence with Gaussian shaped pulses and white noise are compared in
Fig. 2.7. It is clearly visible that a bipolar sequence was plotted, as the DC component
is negligible. Furthermore, the spectrum can be separated into a Gaussian shape and the
periodic continuation of the auto-correlation function (ACF) of a maximum length sequence
(m-sequence). This fact is deduced in Sec. 2.2.2. A large variety of PN sequence families

z
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z
-1...

...
a0 a1 a2 al

Fig. 2.6: Block diagram of tapped delay line PN sequence generator
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exist. A short summary of periodic correlation sequences will be given here according to
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[22]. To be able to compare the sequences with respect to their applicability for automotive
radar systems, relevant correlation functions are defined first.

Auto-Correlation-Function

In general, for a function

f (t)

{
6= 0 for |t| ≤ T

2

= 0 for |t| > T
2

the auto-correlation is defined as

ϕff (τ) =

T/2∫

−T/2

f (t) · f (t + τ) dt. (2.5)

A circuit schematic to obtain a correlation function (CF) of a received and a reference signal
is depicted in Fig. 2.8. In the following, ACF will refer to periodic ACFs, i.e. the function f

ò CF

received

reference

Fig. 2.8: Block circuit of a correlator

is periodically continued and therefore ϕff is periodical, too. The ACF is characterized by
a peak at location τ = 0. As for radar systems, the dynamic range is the limiting factor for
detection, it is important to obtain a high main-to-side-lobe ratio, i.e. ideally the following
condition is fulfilled

ACF

{
= 0 for τ 6= 0
→ ∞ for τ = 0

. (2.6)

Though for an infinite main-to-side-lobe ratio, only one of the conditions in Eq. 2.6 needs
to be fulfilled, it is desirable, to look for ACFs that come close to both conditions, as zero
as well as infinite values do not exist in real world systems. Although most mathematical
publications would not use the term auto-correlation function for the correlation within
a PN-radar receiver, due to the delayed received signal, the term will be used in this
document.

ϕsrecsref
(τ) =

LTc∫

0

srec (t − znTc) · sref (t + τ) dt (2.7)
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with zn ∈ R, the delay-time that corresponds to the distance transmitter – target n –
receiver,

zn =
2 · rn

c0Tc

(2.8)

normalized to Tc. For now n = 1, i.e. there is only one target. The signals

sref = mu (t) =
L∑

k=1

ckδ(t − kTc) (2.9)

and

srec = mb (t − z1Tc) =
L∑

k=1

dkδ(t − kTc − z1Tc) (2.10)

are assumed to be periodic with LTc, i.e. continuous operation, with ck ∈ {0,1} and
dk ∈ {−1,1}. With known spectra Srec = F{srec} and Sref = F{sref} the ACF can al-
ternatively be written as

ϕsrecsref
(τ) = F−1

{
Srec (−f) · Sref (f)

}
. (2.11)

Eq. 2.11 can be derived from Eq. 2.18. It is necessary to mention that the above equations
refer to the mathematical definition of a correlation function. In real world systems, it is
not possible to implement a negative delay so the expression

ϕsrecsref
(−τ) = srec (t) ∗ sref (−t) = F−1

{
Srec (f) · Sref (−f)

}
(2.12)

is usually referred to as correlation function.
The decision to transmit the bipolar sequence is arbitrary for now. Mathematically

correct, Eq. 2.7 does not describe an ACF, as the functions f and g are correlated, with
g(t) = f(t−t1), i.e. a delayed copy of f . This means ϕsrecsref

is a shifted ACF with the peak
at τ = −znTc. In real world systems, the received signal srec is furthermore superimposed
by noise and DC offset. The peak of the ACF is characterized by its width and its height.
In real world correlations, the width of the ACF peak depends on the chosen pulse form
and limits the resolution as calculated in Sec. 2.2.2. The peak is limited to a height of
LTc, which results from Eq. 2.5 and the fact that m-sequences contain NH high-bits and
NL low-bits with

NH = 2l−1 (2.13)

and
NL = 2l−1 − 1, (2.14)

i.e. L = NH + NL. For a properly selected code family, it is possible to obtain zeros for all
side lobes, which results in an infinite main-to-side-lobe ratio. A promising combination
is the concurrent use of a bipolar and a unipolar m-sequence, i.e. the reference contains a
unipolar m-sequence and the transmit signal uses the same sequence but coded bipolarly or
vice versa. In Fig. 2.9 the ACF of a L = 15bit m-sequence is shown for the three relevant
cases, unipolar with unipolar, bipolar with bipolar, and the combination of a unipolar and
a bipolar one.
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Fig. 2.9: Comparison of ACFs of a L = 15bit m-sequence, uni- and bipolarly coded

Cross-Correlation

A cross-correlation function (CCF) in general is the correlation of two different functions

ϕfg (τ) =

T/2∫

−T/2

f (t) · g (t + τ) dt (2.15)

with g defined as f above. In this document, the term will be used to describe the inter-
ference of codes of the same family, i.e. f and g are different PN codes, both of the same
family and of length L. In a multi-user environment, it is suggested that every user uses
a different code to not directly disturb other users. Practically speaking, it is not possible
to assign a different code to each user, as the number of available code for each family is
roughly one order of magnitude less than the code length L. This means on the one hand
that all sequences of a suitable family will be used, but on the other hand there will still
be numerous users transmitting the same code. Ideally, CCF = 0 for all τ , i.e. users with
different codes do not interfere each other. It can be shown that the ideal code family, i.e. a
family that has ideal ACF and CCFs does not exist [24]. For this imaging application, the
CCF is not as critical as for e.g. communication applications, because interfering users can
be identified by other means as described in Sec. 3.6. In Fig. 2.10, it is clearly visible that
CCFs for either form of m-sequence are far from ideal.

2.2.2 Resolution, Dynamic Range and Unambiguous Range

Resolution, dynamic range, and unambiguous range are important characteristic properties
of radar systems. As all three properties are quoted in the following chapters, they will
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be defined here. As resolution depends on the chosen pulse form, its influence will be
discussed first.

Influence of the Pulse Form

With mu and mb from Eqs. 2.9 and 2.10 the baseband reference signal is defined as

xu (t) = mu (t) ∗ p (t) (2.16)

and the received signal as
xb (t) = mb (t) ∗ p (t) (2.17)

with p(t) denoting the chosen normalized pulse form, i.e. |p(t)| ≤ 1. With Eq. 2.11, the
correlation of a received baseband signal xb(t − z1Tc), i.e. there was only one target, with
the reference xu can be written as

ϕxbxu
(−τ) =

LTc∫

0

xb (t − z1Tc) · xu (t − τ) dt = (2.18)

= xb (t − z1Tc) ∗ xu (−t) =

d tF
{
xb (t − z1Tc)

}
· Xu (−f) =

= F
{
mb (t − z1Tc)

}
· P (f) · Mu (−f) · P (−f) =

= F
{
mb (t − z1Tc)

}
· Mu (−f) · P (f) · P (−f)

t dϕmbmu
(−τ) ∗ ϕpp (−τ) = ϕmbmu

(−τ) ∗ ϕpp (τ)
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From Eq. 2.18 it is clear that the ACF of a m-sequence that ran through pulse shaping
is equivalent to the convolution of the ACF of a single pulse and the periodic ACF of a
time discrete m-sequence. Fig. 2.11 shows three ACFs, namely for the sum of Dirac-pulses,
the transmit pulse form, and the transmitted signal, i.e. the convolution of the sum of
Dirac-pulses with the transmit pulse form.
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Fig. 2.11: Illustration of the dependency of the ACF on the pulse form, L = 7bit, m-
sequence, uni- and bipolarly coded

Resolution and Precision

It is important to distinguish the terms resolution and precision. Precision will be used in
this document to indicate the accuracy of the range detection for a single target environ-
ment. Clearly, for PN radars, precision depends solely on the step width of the correlator,
i.e. ∆τ , and the detector properties. From the radar range equation Eq. 2.8, it is obvious
that the precision writes as

δP =
∆τ · c0

2
(2.19)

with the factor 2 resulting again from the return trip of the wave to the target. Eq. 2.19 is
valid for a monostatic radar is a good approximation for a bistatic one, with small distances
in between the sensors compared to the range of the target. The precision may be increased
using interpolation techniques, but in general, for a multi-target environment this is not
possible.

Influences of the detector cannot be described in general equations. It depends mainly
on the ability to detect the peak, although it is corrupted by noise. Due to this fact it will
be neglected here.
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Resolution is defined for this document as the minimum distance between two targets,
necessary to separate them. It is obvious that the resolution is deduced from the shape of
the ACF. As shown in Sec. 2.2.2, the shape of the ACF depends on the pulse form used
for transmission. To define resolution, rectangular shaped pulses will be assumed to keep
the deduction figurative. Rectangular shapes result in triangular ACFs that are located at
τ = −znTc as in Fig. 2.12. The width of each triangle is given by twice the pulse width,
resulting from Eq. 2.5, as depicted in Fig. 2.12. Assuming two targets, roughly at the
same distance, i.e. the same free space attenuation is assumed, that are characterized by
radar cross sections (RCS) σ1 and σ2, the absolute of the gradient of the edges of triangle
1 derives as σ1/Tc and that of triangle 2 as σ2/Tc. The peak detector as described in
Sec. 2.6.3 is configured with a certain peak excursion δ. Two peaks can only be separated,
if the function drops by at least δ in between the peaks. The resolution δR of two targets,
therefore depends strongly on the parameter δ and ranges in between Tc < δR/c0 ≤ 2Tc.
The factor 2 is caused by the fact that the wave travels forth and back between the
targets. Thus the resolution for rectangular shaped pulses is δR ≤ Tc · c0. The resolution
can generally be written as

d

dt

(

σ1ϕpp (t) + σ2ϕpp

(

t − 2δR

c0

))
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
t=tmin

!
= 0 (2.20)

and

σ1ϕpp (tmin) + σ2ϕpp

(

tmin −
2δR

c0

)

≤ min (σ1,σ2) − δ (2.21)

with ϕpp the ACF of the pulse. Eq. 2.20 describes the minimum in between the peaks
τ = z1Tc and τ = z2Tc by postulating the derivative to be zero. With tmin(δR) calculated
from Eq. 2.20, Eq. 2.21 can be solved for δR.

t
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tmin0 2 /cdr 0

d

Fig. 2.12: Resolution for rectangular pulses, i.e. triangular ϕpp
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Dynamic Range

The dynamic range of a radar system is an important characteristic. It is clear from Eq. 3.8
that the amplitude of the received signal can vary by several orders of magnitude. On the
one hand, the amplitude of the received signal is proportional to r−4, with r the distance
between target and radar module. On the other hand, the radar cross section (RCS) of
common objects varies enormously with the aspect angle as shown in Sec. 4.2.1. This
section does not only treat the dependence on the aspect angle but also the influence of
object geometry and properties such as conductivity.

Unambiguous Range

For every radar system the unambiguous range is defined. For pulse radars, it is derived
from the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) as already mentioned and depicted in Fig. 2.2. In
PN-radars, the corresponding time to 1/PRF is LTc, i.e. the duration of a whole spreading
sequence. The unambiguous range dunamb is the distance that a wave can travel twice
within LTc, i.e.

dunamb =
1

2
c0 · LTc. (2.22)

The range of targets within this area can be measured unambiguously. Targets further
away may be detected, if the received signal is strong enough, but their range will be
determined as

dd = d − k · dunamb (2.23)

with d the true range, dd the detected range, and k ∈ N. The unambiguous range results
from the maximum time the system waits for an answer of the target. For a pulse radar,
this time is derived from the PRF, whereas for PN radars it depends on the code length.

As the freedom to choose Tc already went into fixing the precision of the system, the re-
maining possibility to adjust the unambiguous range is the code length L. Increasing L not
only yields a greater unambiguous range, but also increases the peak of the ACF, according
to Eq. 2.7. On the other hand, for analog correlations, the needed time increases with L2.
This results from the principle that for each discrete point of the ACF, the sequence needs
to be transmitted completely. Sec. 4.1.1 treats the realization of an analog correlator in
detail. In case extremely fast and high precision analog to digital converters (ADCs) were
available, e.g. 10 GS/s at 18 bit, the received signal could be digitized and then correlated in
a microprocessor using the frequency domain correspondence from Eq. 2.18. This method
would provide significantly faster correlation results and only a linear dependency on the
code length.

2.3 Antennas

Antenna properties play a vital role for the radar system. Several standard requirements
for antennas, such as high efficiency and high gain, apply as well as numerous additional
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ones, especially when the radar system is set into relation with the automotive industry.
As the imaging algorithm in Sec. 3 is based on the response of several single sensors, it is
necessary to have a certain degree of diversity between the sensors. As the algorithm is
based on the assumption of quasi-constant RCS for all sensors, diversity can be realized
by different locations and/or different characteristics for the sensor antennas. Several
publications propose suggestions for antennas usable in automotive radar systems [25–27],
but again a main aspect, besides the basic functionality, will be the production cost of the
device.

2.3.1 Location

Location diversity will be investigated first. For the following section, a single target is
assumed, i.e. there are no problems assigning sensor outputs to targets. The problem
arises, if two targets are separated by less than the distance between two sensors. This
topic is treated in Sec. 3.2. Location diversity can be used for imaging by using trilateration
techniques as described in Sec. 3.2.4. Figuratively, every sensor detects a different distance
to the target. Assuming the distance information from the sensor has zero tolerance, the
target is exactly located on the intersection of circles around each sensor. The respective
circle has a radius equal to the detected target distance. Fig. 2.13 shows the described
trilateration principle with zero tolerance distance information and a single target. In
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Fig. 2.13: Simplified schematic of the trilateration principle

opposition to the above mentioned, real world scenarios show two main problems:

• Distance information is not exact, e.g. corrupted by noise or discretization.

• With multiple distance information from each sensor, due to multiple targets, com-
bining the corresponding distances is far from trivial.

The problem of noise is common to every system engineer. It can be treated using stan-
dard techniques such as averaging and calculating location probabilities instead of precise
coordinates. The other problem is severe. Using superresolution techniques as in [8], it
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is assumed that the number of antennas NA is greater than the number of targets NT.
Clearly, NA > NT cannot be assumed here, as in a roadside scenario multiple scattering
centers, such as cars, pedestrians, trees, and buildings, exist. The approach to solve this
problem is described in Sec. 3.2.

Distance between receiver antennas must be on the order of several times the resolution,
to obtain a good location diversity. With reference to Sec. 4.2.1, large distances between
the sensor antennas deliver not only the advantage of high diversity. As objects in a real
roadside scenario do not resemble isotropic objects such as spheres, it cannot be assumed
that their RCS is constant for all angles of incidence. Even worse, cars or guard rails often
exhibit metal edges, which are responsible for dramatic changes of RCS over the angle
of incidence. Furthermore, different location and different characteristics of the antennas,
see Sec. 2.3.2, can influence the amplitude of the received signal. With knowledge of
the antenna characteristics, this effect can be compensated. Studies were conducted on
whether it is possible to calculate this change in RCS for common roadside objects, see
Sec. 4.2.1, but the task appeared too complex, for treatment under the topic of this work.
To conclude the discussion about the ideal distance between the sensors, it is important
to mention the trade off: large distance means high diversity and therefore high imaging
precision, low distance means low diversity but a roughly constant aspect angle for the
target and therefore constant RCS. When talking about automotive radar, the sensor
location is limited by the given mounting space. For a car this will presumably be the
bumper, so its width limits the location too. Finally, to mention some numbers, rough
estimations show that exploiting the standard width of a car of approximately 2 m for 3 or
more sensors, is a good trade off, between location diversity and keeping the RCS constant
for typical target distances. A 1 m distance between two sensors means a difference in
aspect angle for an object that is located 5 m straight ahead, of roughly 10◦ for the worst
case.

2.3.2 Characteristics

As mentioned above, diversity can also be implemented by using different antenna charac-
teristics for different sensors. Unfortunately it is not as powerful as location diversity for
radar imaging. This is a result of the reduced precision of the measured amplitude com-
pared to the distance measurement. Though precise amplitude measurement is in general
a feasible task, it is difficult in this case, as it is not the amplitude itself to be measured,
but the change in amplitude due to the antenna characteristic. Furthermore, changes in
aspect angle, and therefore changes of the RCS influence the amplitude significantly. Ac-
cording to Eq. 3.8, besides the antenna characteristics, the distance and the RCS influence
the amplitude of the received signal. Even though the influence of the different distances
can be calculated using the sensor distance information, there remains the problem of the
RCS. As mentioned above, there is no alternative to assuming the RCS constant for all
sensors. With these problems solved, the knowledge of the antenna characteristics can be
used to calculate the angle of the target. Clearly, with real world characteristics, i.e. a non-
isotropic radiator, each angle of incidence has its specific gain value, as G(ϕ,ϑ) is a function
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of elevation and azimuth angle. Fig. 2.14 shows the characteristic of a so called Rampart
antenna. It was studied and presented during a student master thesis in [28]. It was de-
signed with regard to using it in automotive environment for a 24 GHz radar. Rampart
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Fig. 2.14: Gain of a left hand side circularly polarized Rampart antenna at 24.1 GHz

antennas meet all essential requirements for the proposed application in automotive radar
systems.

Clearly, for any imaging algorithm, it is important that the number of independent
pieces of information on the object location is greater or equal to the number of degrees of
freedom for the object location, i.e. at least two independent sensors for a 2D scenario. So
with three sensors and a 2D scenario, the system is four times overdetermined, i.e. three
range values and three amplitude values to determine x- and y-position. The situation
allows the usage of the additional information to increase the precision. So additional
information helps to reduce the influence of different noise effects. The most important
factor of disturbance is the matching of detected targets from the different sensors as
mentioned in Sec. 3.5. So exploiting the gain diversity as in the example of Fig. 2.15,
allows target location via different methods. In case the different methods lead to the same
position, it is likely that current combination of sensor information refers to a real target.
As the system is four times overdetermined, a double target location is even possible, if
one sensor is blind for a certain target. To use gain diversity for target location, a highly
different gain for different aspect angles is required, i.e. the change in gain shall dominate
in Eq. 3.8 over the change in RCS. This yields automatically narrower beams and therefore
less coverage of the scenario. The sample antenna configuration contains a 60◦ beamwidth
antenna for the central sensor and two 30◦ beamwidth antennas at the outer sensors that
have a few degrees of inclination. The effect of this configuration is that targets straight
ahead cause a strong response for all three sensors, whereas non-central objects still result
in strong radar responses for two sensors, which is sufficient for the system. The algorithm
in Sec. 3.4 is based on the assumption that the changes in antenna characteristic over aspect
angle is for at least two sensors greater than the change in RCS. Designing the antennas
in an appropriate way helps satisfying this condition for as many objects as possible.
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Fig. 2.15: Proposed antenna characteristics for a three RX-antenna system

Polarization

Regarding the polarization, neither direction of polarization can be prioritized. Therefore,
it would be a strategic choice, if circularly polarized antennas were chosen. In case vertical
polarization is not reflected by a target or converted into horizontal by a polarizer, only
a 3 dB loss occurs instead of the entire signal. The same is of course valid vice versa.
Unfortunately, there are situations that cannot be handled by this configuration. Given
the fact of vertical polarization being reflected without a change in phase and horizontal
polarization being reflected with a phase difference of 180◦ leads to a change from left hand
circular polarization to a right hand one or vice versa. This situation requires complex
target shapes and materials and is only valid for certain incident angles so that it can be
neglected. Finally, it can be concluded that circularly polarized antennas are eligible for
use in automotive radar imaging systems.

2.3.3 Structural Shape

With respect to its designated use in automotive environments, certain constraints regard-
ing the structural shape apply. To fulfill the above mentioned requirements concerning
placement, the car bumpers are suggested for mounting the antennas. Not only are they
generally made of a material that has a high transmission coefficient for the ISM frequen-
cies under examination, but they allow mounting over the complete width of the vehicle.
Furthermore their height above the road is considered ideal with respect to reflection from
the road. As already mentioned, the characteristics of the antennas are kept narrow in
vertical direction to avoid detection of ghost targets resulting from surface reflections. Al-
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though a narrow vertical characteristic is required, the mounting prerequisites, especially
the available depth, strongly suggest using microstrip planar antennas. Microstrip planar
antennas for use in automotive radar systems were investigated in [28].

2.4 Correlator

As already shown in Sec. 2.2, the correlation of a unipolarly coded m-sequence with the
same bipolarly coded sequence exhibits a theoretically infinite main-to-side-lobe ratio. For
practical reasons, unipolarly coded sequences are extremely difficult to handle, as they are
easily corrupted by DC offsets. As will be shown in Sec. 2.4.2, DC offsets cancel out weaker
targets.

2.4.1 Correlating at the Intermediate Frequency

Usually the received signal is mixed to an intermediate frequency (IF) and then detected.
The resulting baseband signal is correlated with a baseband reference from the code genera-
tor. For baseband correlators, bipolarly coded sequences are preferred. For long sequences,
the mean approaches zero according to Eqs. 2.13 and 2.14 with Lc → ∞. Therefore, the DC
offset can be isolated by evaluating the mean. Subtracting the mean from the signal yields
the uncorrupted signal. The method is also applicable for superimposed signals such as
the received signal, but is exact only for infinite sequences. To eliminate this shortcomings,
different approaches were studied. [23] proposes the use of a serial combination of different
codes. The codes are chosen so that the sum over the correlations of the different codes
is zero mean. The disadvantage of this method is the cycle time. The method requires
the scenario to be quasi-constant over the complete series of codes. The amount of codes
added to a series is on the order of the length of the single sequence, i.e. for a L = 1023bit
sequence, the scenario needs to be constant over roughly 10232 bits. For a chip duration
of 1 ns, i.e. roughly a bandwidth of 1 GHz, this results in 1 ms, that is required to only
transmit the complete series. Although there are ways to reduce the amount of time, an
analog correlation needs, in general, it will be on the order of L2 chip durations. This
makes clear that an image update rate, i.e. the rate at which the image of the complete
scenario can be updated, of 100 Hz, a number given by the automotive industry for pre-
crash detection, is hardly accomplishable. To avoid this prerequisite and the large amount
of correlations, which reduces the image update rate, a different approach, as proposed
in [29], is investigated here.

The following calculations are kept simple by taking only one target into account.
Unless otherwise stated, the equations write as sums for multiple targets and are therefore
valid for a multi-target environment. Instead of correlating two baseband signals, the IF
signals are correlated. At first this has the advantage that a detector for the received signal
is not necessary. On the other hand, the reference signal needs to be modulated onto an
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IF carrier. The received signal can be written as

s′rec(t) = ℜ
{

cos
(
(ωc ± ω0) t

)
·
[
A1 · g(t − z1Tc) + A2 · g(t − z2Tc) + . . .

]}

(2.24)

where An = |An| · exp (jζn). ζn accounts for complex RCS and cos ((ωc ± ω0) t) is the local
oscillator (LO) frequency that is applied to the mixer. n = 0 denotes the reference and
n = 1, . . . ,N the radar targets. The transmitted signal is written as

g(t) = xb (t) · cos(ωct) (2.25)

with xb from Eq. 2.17 giving the received signal for a zero distance, unit reflectance target.
With ω0 the intermediate frequency,

hI(t) = xu (t) · cos(ω0t) (2.26)

denotes the reference IF signal function and

sref,I(t) = ℜ
{
A0 · hI(t)

}
= |A0| · xu (t) · cos (ω0t + ϑ0) (2.27)

the reference signal. The mixer output signal s′rec(t) is low-pass filtered so that

srec(t) = |A1| ·xb (t − z1Tc) · cos (ω0t + ϑ1)+ |A2| ·xb (t − z2Tc) · cos (ω0t + ϑ2)+ . . . (2.28)

is obtained, with

ϑn = ωcznTc − ζn. (2.29)

The signals srec(t) and sref,I(t) are now being correlated. A block diagram showing the
concept of a correlator at intermediate frequency corresponding to these calculations is
shown in Fig. 2.16. The correlation for the IF signals with one target according to Eq. 2.7
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Fig. 2.16: Block diagram of a correlator at intermediate frequency
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writes as

ϕsrecsref,I
(τ) =

LTc∫

0

srec(t) · A0 · xu (t + τ) · cos (ω0t + ϑ0) dt = (2.30)

= |A0||A1|
LTc∫

0

xb (t − z1Tc) · xu (t + τ) · cos (ω0t + ϑ1) · cos (ω0t + ϑ0)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

1

2

[
cos(ϑ0−ϑ1)+cos(ω02t+ϑ0+ϑ1)

]

dt =

=
|A0||A1|

2
· cos (ϑ0 − ϑ1) · ϕxbxu

(τ)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ϕcos

+

+
|A0||A1|

2

LTc∫

0

xb (t − z1Tc) · xu (t + τ) · cos (2ω0t + ϑ0 + ϑ1) dt

︸ ︷︷ ︸

γcos

.

Clearly Eq. 2.30 comes to a result that has a couple of disadvantages.

IQ-Correlation First, the desired term A0A1ϕxbxu
is multiplied with a cos function.

The argument of the cos depends on the sum of a system immanent phase constant ϑ0 and
a variable phase ϑn that depends on the respective target distance and RCS. Obviously, it
cannot be guaranteed that ϑ0 + ϑ1 6= (2k − 1)π, k ∈ N, i.e. the cos term has a non-zero
value. Furthermore, a term that depends on the carrier frequency and the current target
distance cannot be accepted for the imaging algorithm. To avoid this cos term, a second
correlation path is introduced. In contrast to the in-phase correlation Eq. 2.30, the received
signal will be correlated with

sref,Q(t) = ℜ
{
A0 · hQ(t)

}
= |A0| · xu (t) · sin (ω0t + ϑ0) (2.31)

instead of sref,I. A block diagram for the IQ correlator at the intermediate frequency is
shown in Fig. 2.17. The result of the quadrature-phase correlation writes as
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ϕsrecsref,Q
(τ) =

LTc∫

0

srec(t) · A0 · xu (t + τ) · sin (ω0t + ϑ0) dt = (2.32)

= |A0||A1|
LTc∫

0

xb (t − z1Tc) · xu (t + τ) · cos (ω0t + ϑ1) · sin (ω0t + ϑ0)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

1

2

[
sin(ϑ0−ϑ1)+sin(ω02t+ϑ0+ϑ1)

]

dt =

=
|A0||A1|

2
· sin (ϑ0 − ϑ1) · ϕxbxu

(τ)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ϕsin

+

+
|A0||A1|

2

LTc∫

0

xb (t − z1Tc) · xu (t + τ) · sin (2ω0t + ϑ0 + ϑ1) dt

︸ ︷︷ ︸

γsin

.

It becomes clear now that if γcos and γsin were zero, the desired ϕxbxu
could be extracted

by calculating the absolute of the IQ correlation result, i.e.

√

ϕ2
srecsref,I

+ ϕ2
srecsref,Q

=
|A0||A1|

2
ϕxbxu

for γcos = γsin = 0. (2.33)

It will be shown later that the above mentioned assumption can be made if pulse form and
intermediate frequency adhere to certain constraints. For the real world case of multiple
targets, Eq. 2.33 can be used, although problems may arise. Eqs. 2.30 and 2.32 can be
written as sums over N terms, N the number of targets, where each term resembles ϕcos

and ϕsin respectively. As the ACF ϕsrecsref,I
has no side lobes, the square of the superimposed

term equals the sum of the square of the ACF of each target. This is valid, if the minimum
distance between two targets is 2Tc, and the pulse width is limited to Tc. This is deduced
from the fact that ϕxbxu

has a 2Tc wide peak around τ = znTc, but is zero for all other
τ . For the case that the ACF of two targets overlap, i.e. zn − zn+1 < 2 or infinite impulse
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response (IIR) pulses, Eq. 2.33 with two targets must be written as

ϕ2
srecsref,I

+ ϕ2
srecsref,Q

=

( |A0||A1|
2

ϕxbxu
(τ − l1Tc)

)2

+

( |A0||A2|
2

ϕxbxu
(τ − l2Tc)

)2

+

|A0||A1|
2

|A0||A2|
2

ϕxbxu
(τ − l1Tc) ϕxbxu

(τ − l2Tc) · (2.34)
(
cos (ϑ0 − ϑ1) cos (ϑ0 − ϑ2) + sin (ϑ0 − ϑ1) sin (ϑ0 − ϑ2)

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

cos(ϑ1−ϑ2)

.

It becomes clear that the additional term is not constant as cos(ϑ1 − ϑ2) oscillates with
changes in distance between the targets on the scale of the carrier wavelength. Assuming
fc = 24GHz, 3 mm correspond to π/2, so even the phase difference of static targets will
change significantly unless they are aligned straight ahead, i.e. the aspect angle does not
change during the approach. This mixed term might appear in the imaging system as a
ghost target, but with its heavy fluctuation in amplitude, it can easily be identified by the
algorithm.

Intermediate frequency Second, the terms γcos and γsin respectively need to be avoided.
The sinusoidal part in both terms depends on the argument 2ω0t + ϑ0 + ϑ1. Furthermore,
an integration over the complete term is performed. These facts brought up the question,
whether the equation

1/f0∫

0

cos(2πf0t)dt = 0 (2.35)

can be exploited. Sec. 2.4.3 will show in detail under which prerequisite the γ-terms can
be neglected. This prerequisite is by name the choice of the proper intermediate frequency,
depending on the pulse form.

2.4.2 Influence of Noise and DC Offset

In the following, an estimation of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the correlator output
will be derived. It will depend on a given level of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) or
DC offset at the correlator input ports. Again, the equations describe only an environment
with a single target.

Noise

First, the noise problem will be treated. As already mentioned, we assume AWGN, n(t),
in the received signal path. With

srec,n(t) = |A1| · xb (t − z1Tc) · cos (ω0t + ϑ1) + n (t) (2.36)
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the in-phase correlator output writes as

ϕsrec,nsref,I
(τ) =

LTc∫

0

[srec (t) + n (t)] · sref,I (t + τ) dt = ϕsrecsref,I
+ ϕnsref,I

. (2.37)

This section will treat only ϕnsref,I
, as ϕsrecsref,I

has already been investigated. As already
mentioned, the described PN principle corresponds to a matched filter receiver. Therefore,
the SNR considerations will be focused on the sampling instance. Matched filter systems are
optimized, so that the SNR is maximal at the sampling instance. The point in time under
investigation for the correlator output is therefore the maximum in ϕsrecsref

, i.e. τ = z1Tc.
Assuming n(t) a stochastic process, the average noise power PN resulting from Eq. 2.36 can
be written as

PN ≤ 2 · E
{

ϕ2
nsref,I

}

= 2 · E











LTc∫

0

n (t) · sref,I (t + τ) dt





2






(2.38)

with the factor 2 resulting from the addition of the sin- and cos-terms. The argument of
the expected value operator can be estimated as follows



|A0|
LTc∫

0

n (t) · xu (t + τ) · cos (ω0t + ϑ0) dt





2

≤ (2.39)

|A0|2 ·





LTc∫

0

|n (t) · xu (t + τ) · cos (ω0t + ϑ0)| dt





2

as all functions are real. Substituting a real positive function within an integral by its
maximum value gives an upper limit as in

|A0|2 ·





LTc∫

0

|n (t) · xu (t + τ) · cos (ω0t + ϑ0)| dt





2

= (2.40)

|A0|2 ·





LTc∫

0

|n (t)| · |xu (t + τ) · cos (ω0t + ϑ0)| dt





2

≤ |A0|2




LTc∫

0

|n (t)| dt





2

with max (xu cos (ω0t + ϑ0)) = 1. Using the triangle inequality, the following step is possi-
ble for n(t) a real function

|A0|2




LTc∫

0

|n (t)| dt





2

≤ |A0|2
LTc∫

0

n2 (t) dt. (2.41)
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With the definition of the expected value operator from [30], the average noise power can
be estimated as

PN ≤ 2 · |A0|2 E







LTc∫

0

n2 (t) dt






≤ 2 · |A0|2

LTc∫

0

E
{
n2 (t)

}
dt = 2 · |A0|2 · LTc · σ2 (2.42)

with E
{
n (t)2} = σ2, the average noise power. From Eq. 2.42, the SNR at the sampling

instance is derived as

SNRout ≥
P (ϕsrecsref

)

P (ϕnsref
)

=
|A0|2|A1|2

4
ϕ2

xbxu
(τ = z1Tc)

2 · |A0|2 · LTc · σ2
=

|A1|2 ϕ2
xbxu

(τ = z1Tc)

8LTc · σ2
(2.43)

For rectangular pulses p(t) = rect(t/Tc),

ϕxbxu
(τ = z1Tc) = NHTc (2.44)

can easily be derived. In addition, it is clear that SNRin, i.e. the SNR at the correlator
input, depends only on the mean power of s, i.e. the mean power of a pulse, and σ2.
Eq. 2.44 leads to

SNRout ≥
|A1|2 T 2

c N2
H

8LTc · σ2
∝ L. (2.45)

This makes clear that SNRout increases linearly with L, whereas SNRin = |A1|2
σ2 does not

depend on the code length. For Gaussian shaped pulses, i.e. p (t) = exp
(

−t2·π
T 2
c α2

G

)

, SNRout

can be calculated using

ϕxbxu
(τ = z1Tc) = NH

Tc/2∫

Tc/2

|p(t)|2 dt = NH

αGTc√
2π

√
2π∫

−
√

2π

exp
(
−u2

)
du = NH

αGTc√
2

erf

(√
2π

αG

)

.

(2.46)
For correct treatment of the noise problem, the A/D converter at the correlator output,

which is described in Sec. 2.5, needs to be taken into account. Quantization noise through
the ADC adds to the WGN, but is neglected here. Depending on the chosen quantization
method, the additional noise can be calculated. The exact derivation is only possible with a
known amplitude distribution. The standard assumption of uniform amplitude distribution
over the quantization vector cannot be assumed, due to the properties of the ACF.

DC Offset

DC offsets at the correlator output have a large influence on the dynamic range, because
detectors are less sensible for weak signals if an offset is superimposed as illustrated in
Fig. 2.18 and explained in Sec. 2.5. As already mentioned, for radar applications, dynamic
ranges of over 60 dB, i.e. a comparable main-to-side-lobe ratio for the strongest signals, are
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Fig. 2.18: Comparison of DC offset corrupted ACF with a noiseless ACF

required. So it is of vital importance to avoid any offsets. DC Offsets can be suppressed for
long bipolar codes using DC blocks as already mentioned in Sec. 2.2.1. For the proposed
correlator, both conditions are not fulfilled. On the other hand, the correlator inputs are
IF ports, so DC blocks at the input ports can be used. Offsets caused by electronic devices
and superimposed on the IF signals can be filtered this way. Furthermore, as DC blocks are
far from perfect and high dynamic ranges are necessary, additional reduction is welcomed.
The influence of DC offsets can be further minimized by choosing the IF in an intelligent
way.

Additionally, DC offsets can be superimposed on the code before modulating the IF
carrier. An expression for the influence of both possible DC offset effects will be derived
here. Again, all equations do account for only one target. The received signal is written as

srec,DC = (|A1|xb (t − z1Tc) + µb1) · cos (ω0t + ϑ1) + µi1 (2.47)

with µb1 the DC offset that was superimposed in baseband on the code and µi1 the DC
offset superimposed on IF. Analogously the in-phase reference signal is denoted as

sref,I,DC = (|A0| xu (t) + µb0) · cos (ω0t + ϑ0) + µi0. (2.48)

The following steps are performed for the in-phase only, but are of course analogical for
the quadrature component. The correlation of srec,DC with sref,I,DC yields

ϕsrec,DCsref,I,DC
=

LTc∫

0

((|A1|xb (t − z1Tc) + µb1) · cos (ω0t + ϑ1) + µi1) · (2.49)

((|A0| xu (t + τ) + µb0) · cos (ω0t + ϑ0) + µi0) dt =

= ϕsrecsref,I
+ γDC1 + γDC2 + . . . + γDC8.
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Assuming Eq. 2.58 valid, the following terms are zero, due to the integration over a cos-term

γDC4 = µb1µb0

LTc∫

0

cos (ω0t + ϑ1) cos (ω0t + ϑ0) dt = 0, (2.50)

γDC5 = µb1µi0

LTc∫

0

cos (ω0t + ϑ1) dt = 0, (2.51)

and

γDC7 = µi1µb0

LTc∫

0

cos (ω0t + ϑ0) dt = 0. (2.52)

For a real world system, |A1| ≪ |A0| and therefore |A1| ≪ ϕsrecsref
, due to free space

attenuation. Therefore, terms with a pre-factor |A1| can be neglected, i.e.

γDC1 = |A1|µb0

LTc∫

0

xb (t − z1Tc) cos (ω0t + ϑ1) cos (ω0t + ϑ0) dt ≈ 0 (2.53)

and

γDC2 = |A1|µi0

LTc∫

0

xb (t − z1Tc) cos (ω0t + ϑ1) dt ≈ 0. (2.54)

The term

γDC8 = µi0µi1LTc (2.55)

can only be minimized by reducing the offset or the code length, i.e. cannot be influenced
by any of the remaining degrees of freedom, whereas

γDC3 = µb1 |A0|
LTc∫

0

xu (t + τ) cos (ω0t + ϑ1) cos (ω0t + ϑ0) dt (2.56)

and

γDC6 = µi1 |A0|
LTc∫

0

xu (t + τ) cos (ω0t + ϑ0) dt (2.57)

can be minimized by choosing xb instead of xu.
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2.4.3 Influence of the Intermediate Frequency

As already mentioned, this chapter deals with the task of minimizing γcos and γsin. A first
approach towards this aim is trying to exploit the fact that the correlator integrates over
a harmonic oscillation. With Eq. 2.35 in mind, the effect of a certain frequency choice is
investigated. The following derivation will be made for the in-phase component, but is
valid for both the in- and quadrature-phase components. The first prerequisite is made
concerning the intermediate frequency. Assuming xb (t − z1Tc)·xu (t + τ) in γcos in Eq. 2.30
constant, ω0 has to fulfill

ω0 = k · 2π 1

Tc

, k ∈ N (2.58)

in order to eliminate γcos for z1Tc = τ . The above made assumption is valid for e.g. rec-
tangular p(t). For this case,

γcos (τ) =
|A0| |A1|

2

NHL∑[
b∫

a

cos (2ω0t + ϑ0 + ϑ1) dt+ (2.59)

+ (−1) ·
a+k·1/f0∫

b

cos (2ω0t + ϑ0 + ϑ1) dt
]

=
|A0| |A1|NHL

4ω0

2
[

sin (2ω0b + ϑ0 + ϑ1) − sin (2ω0a + ϑ0 + ϑ1)
]

=

=
|A0| |A1|NHL

ω0

sin
(
ω0 (b − a)

)
cos
(
ω0 (b + a) + ϑ0 + ϑ1

)

and analogical

γsin (τ) = −|A0| |A1|NHL

ω0

sin
(
ω0 (b − a)

)
sin
(
ω0 (b + a) + ϑ0 + ϑ1

)
. (2.60)

The limit a results from the delay of the reference signal τ , whereas b is related to the
distance of the target z1Tc, due to the delay of xu and xb, respectively. The integration
limits a and b are shown in Fig. 2.19. The number of high-low transitions NHL = 2l−2 is
deduced empirically. Figuratively spoken, the integral equals zero, because there is the
same number of regions with the coefficient 1 and -1. Continuing Eqs. 2.59 and 2.60 to
calculate the absolute of the IQ correlation

γ2
cos + γ2

sin =
|A0|2 |A1|2 N2

HL

ω2
0

sin2
(
ω0 (z1Tc + τ)

)
(2.61)

and

2 · ϕcosγcos + 2 · ϕsinγsin = −|A0|2 |A1|2 NHL

ω0

ϕpp (τ) ∗ ϕmbmu
(τ) · (2.62)

sin
(
ω0 (z1Tc + τ)

)
· cos

(
ω0 (z1Tc − τ) + 2ϑ1

)
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Fig. 2.19: Illustration for integration limits in Eq. 2.59

are obtained in addition to Eq. 2.33. Clearly, γcos and γsin decrease with NHL

ω0

. According
to Eq. 2.59, this is valid for rectangular pulses. Eq. 2.62 is zero as soon as the ACF is
zero, so the term in Eq. 2.61 needs to be minimized. This can be reached by either setting
ω0(z1Tc+τ) = k ·π, with k ∈ N0, or by minimizing NHL

ω0

. The first solution is not feasible, as
it would limit ∆τ ≥ Tc and is furthermore not applicable for multi-target scenarios. This
leaves the minimization of NHL

ω0

which can be obtained by either a shorter code, i.e. lower
NHL, or a higher IF, i.e. greater ω0.

As already mentioned, the IF is required to be a multiple of 1/Tc. This can either be
reached by coupling the IF back to the pulse generator, or by tuning the local oscillator of
the received signal down converter. The tuning of the LO could be controlled by a phase
locked loop (PLL).

Fig. 2.21 shows the correlation of a received signal with only one target. The parameters
are rectangular pulses, Lc = 15bit m-sequence, and fIF = 2 1

Tc
. The influence of the terms

γcos and γsin is clearly identifiable in the section shown in Fig. 2.21.

2.4.4 Influence of the Pulse Form

In Sec. 2.2.2 and Eq. 2.18 the influence of the pulse form on the shape of a baseband
correlation was briefly discussed. The following paragraph will derive an equation for the
influence on IF correlations and the relevance of intersymbol interference. The shape of
the IF correlation with arbitrary pulse forms can easily be derived by combining Eqs. 2.18,
2.30, and 2.32.

Also the above paragraph promotes the use of sharp, needle-shaped pulses, which is
not a generally valid solution. As for all other RF applications, the bandwidth will be
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Fig. 2.20: 15 bit m-sequence IQ IF correla-
tion
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Fig. 2.21: Part of a 15 bit m-sequence IQ
IF correlation, clearly visible the
γ term

the limiting factor, when choosing a pulse form. In general, when the choice of the pulse
form is a degree of freedom in the system under investigation, a pulse that has an optimal
pulse-bandwidth factor will be chosen. In real world systems, the technical feasibility and
the cost will furthermore play important roles. Not obeying the last two arguments, a
Gaussian shaped pulse is decided for. It can be shown [31, 32] that it provides the best
pulse-bandwidth product. For practical reasons, further considerations need to be made.
Gaussian pulses are neither time-, nor band-limited. The later can be handled, as the
bandwidth limitations usually prescribe a power level for out of band emissions that is
greater than zero. Pulses with no time limitation cannot be handled in real-world systems,
i.e. they will be truncated at some point.

Intersymbol interference in general appears for non time-limited pulses. In information
theory, infinite impulse response (IIR) pulses are used without obtaining intersymbol in-
terference. By choosing the proper point in time for sampling the received signal, this can
be realized. Assuming p(t) = si(t/T ), si the sinus cardinalis function, the bit duration or
time in between the transmission of two subsequent pulses will be n · T , with n ∈ N . This
ensures that for a sampling rate of 1/(nT ), all prior pulses are zero, whereas the actual
pulse has its peak value. Two problems arise, if this example is transferred to the PN-radar
example. First, not the received signal but the ACF of the received signal with a reference
is under investigation. This means, the ACF would have to fulfill the above mentioned
conditions. Second, in a multi target environment, the distance between two ACF peaks is
arbitrary and therefore the time in between two peaks is not constant as in communication
systems. So to ensure minimum influence of one target on other target responses, the ACF
should fulfill Eq. 2.6 or come as close as possible to this case. The direct influence of the
pulse form onto the IF correlation result via its ACF can be seen in Eqs. 2.30 and 2.32.
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2.4.5 Influence of the Doppler Shift

Unlike for FMCW radars, where the Doppler effect is used to derive the relative velocity of
an object, this is not possible for PN radars without huge efforts in signal processing. Fur-
thermore, since the received signal is not detected, but mixed to an intermediate frequency,
the influence of the Doppler shift within the presented system is of great importance. The
current IF plays a vital role for the correlation result, as mentioned earlier. The Doppler
effect influences the spectrum of a transmitted signal, if the receiver approaches or departs
from the transmitter. Furthermore, not only the relative speed of the transmitter against
the receiver, but also the original frequency influences the frequency shift. The relativistic
expression for the Doppler shift reads as

fRX,Source = fTX ·
√

1 + v
c0

1 − v
c0

(2.63)

according to [33], with v the closing speed of between radar source and target, and fRX,Source

the frequency observed by the target. For the received frequency at the receiver

fRX = fRX,Source ·
√

1 + v
c0

1 − v
c0

= fTX ·
1 + v

c0

1 − v
c0

, (2.64)

which results in a Doppler shift of

fD = fRX − fTX = fTX ·
2v
c0

1 − v
c0

. (2.65)

For v < 0.1 · c0 this result can be simplified to

fD = fTX · 2v

c0

. (2.66)

Eq. 2.66 is derived very figuratively in [34], by differentiating the phase between transmitter
and receiver.

For a scenario where two cars are approaching each other, each one with a velocity of
around 100 km/h, the target car has a relative speed of 200 km/h to the radar equipped car.
With the resulting v = 60m/s, the Doppler shift for a fTX = 24GHz radar is fD ≈ 9.6 kHz.
Fig. 2.22 shows the spectrum of an m-sequence and the spectrum of the same sequence that
was shifted by fD by the Doppler effect. To be precise, the shift is different for any point of
the spectrum according to Eq. 2.65, but for narrow bandwidths at high carrier frequencies,
the shift is approximately constant for the entire signal. The shift that appears at the
RF is directly converted down to IF, i.e. fD is the same at IF. As the entire spectrum of
the m-sequence is shifted, the chip duration of the modulated sequence changes slightly,
i.e. given a transmitted Tc = 1ns, the change in chip duration for the above mentioned
example is on the order of 10 fs or 0.01 %. Therefore only minor noise effects will result
from the change in chip duration.

If the change in chip duration was a little greater, the Doppler effect and therefore the
velocity of the respective object could be determined. Two dimensional correlation would
be the direction to investigate into.
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Fig. 2.22: The spectrum of an m-sequence and the same spectrum shifted by the Doppler
effect by fD

2.4.6 Limitations of the IF correlation principle

The above mentioned principle is very powerful and provides substantial advantages over
baseband correlators. To gain those, certain boundary conditions need to be satisfied.

One argument to be mentioned here is the IQ correlation. As the received signal is
usually extremely weak, it is not a good idea to split it up into two branches for the I- and
Q-correlation. As the correlator output is sampled and A/D converted, the correlations
can be performed in series, switching the reference input between the I- and Q-reference.
The correlator output is stored digitally and the absolute of the IQ-correlation is calculated
after each single correlation. As a disadvantage, this method requires the scenario to be
constant over two code lengths. According to the received power level, the proper method
has to be determined, i.e. whether high speed targets require parallel I/Q-correlation at
the cost of further reduced RX power, or if low power levels occur for slow targets that
allow serial I/Q-correlation.

2.5 Analog – Digital Conversion

Using the IF correlation principle, a detector for the received signal is not required, as the
IF signal is correlated directly. The correlator output on the other hand, contains after a
low pass filtering only the DC component. This allows for direct A/D conversion.
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2.5.1 ADC Considerations

Sec. 2.2.2 gave already a short overview over the dynamic range. Later on, the dependency
of the RCS on the target properties will be treated in detail. Unfortunately, not only the
desired dynamic range of the required analog - digital converter (ADC) is enormous, but
also the required resolution. The idea therefore is to utilize a logarithmic ADC, i.e. high
precision for small amplitudes and a high dynamic range. Fortunately, the sampling rate
is moderate, as only a single sample is required for every integration period, i.e. each
correlation point. Usually for ADCs, higher resolution means lower sampling rate. For
a sampling rate of 10 MHz, ADCs with a resolution of more than 16 bits can be found.
Taking the non ideal factors of the ACF into account, it becomes clear that strong targets
will always hide those that are smaller by several orders of magnitude in RCS. These non
ideal factors include everything from the width of the ACF to the noise resulting from
various sources.

Introducing intelligent concepts for A/D conversion, the above mentioned problems
of huge targets shading smaller ones can be minimized. Standard linear ADCs have two
disadvantages. First, to cover the enormous dynamic range, a high quantization depth
is required. This makes the ADC expensive. Furthermore, the quantization steps are
relatively large for weak signals and small for strong signals. This led to the idea of
utilizing a logarithmic ADC or several linear ADCs with a step-width configured for the
specific sector.

Fig. 2.23 shows the quantization steps for an interval 1–1000 that is discretized by
3 bits, i.e. eight values. Clearly, the logarithmic stepping exhibits a big advantage. High
resolution for weak targets and lower resolution for strong targets. As already mentioned,
a fine resolution for strong targets is only of limited use. Clearly, the quantization noise
is reduced, but this is not critical for the imaging algorithm. For the automotive scenario
it is more important to be able to separate two targets in close proximity. The argument,
that coarse quantization for strong targets makes it impossible to detect a smaller close
by target does not count. It has already been mentioned, that the non-ideal pulse form
and the limited bandwidth do not allow the separation of signals whose amplitude ratio
is greater than a certain value. Two weak targets on the other hand, e.g. a tree next to
the road and a child moving onto the road close to the tree, can be separated, as many
digital values are available for the corresponding analog value range. Fig. 2.25 shows this
impressively. The figure contains the absolute quantization error for a 3 bit ADC of a
dynamic range of 60 dB, i.e. a ratio max/min in amplitudes of 1000.

Mentioning numbers for the analog value range and the number of bits required the
discussion goes back to the dynamic range ∆P . A dynamic range of 100 dB is desired or
requested by many developers of imaging systems. True, the more dynamic range, the
better the resulting image. In reality though, ranges on the order of 60 dB are accom-
plishable with some effort. ADCs with a depth of b = 12bit are commonly available at
rational prices. Assuming furthermore the sampling of amplitudes instead of power, as the
IF correlator mentioned in Sec. 2.4.1 is used, this leads to a distance of 0.244 amplitude
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units in between two digital values according to

∆Aq =

√
∆P

2b
. (2.67)

This leads to the same relative error curve as the one depicted in Fig. 2.25. It is clearly visi-
ble that the maximum relative error for logarithmic quantization is less than 50%, whereas
linear quantization reaches 100% relative error. In Fig. 2.24 the absolute quantization
errors are displayed in contrast to the relative errors in Fig. 2.25.

During the realization of a logarithmic ADC, one may encounter several problems.
In case a logarithmic ADC cannot be realized, the option of a partly linear ADC is left
over. The entire amplitude range is subdivided into several sub-ranges. For the example
in Fig. 2.23, three sub-ranges existed, 1–50, 50–500, and 500–1000. Each one is converted
by its own linear ADC. By using different depths of the ADCs or different sizes for the
sub-ranges, the overall quantization is non-linear.
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Fig. 2.23: Quantization steps for linear, logarithmic and partly linear 3 bit ADCs

2.5.2 Quantization Noise

Clearly, quantization decreases the SNR. Sec. 2.4.2 referenced this section for details on
the quantization noise. The quantization noise can in general be calculated as

PN,q =

∞∫

−∞

|x − q(x)|2 · p(x) dx (2.68)
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the mentioned 3 bit ADCs

with x the signal amplitude, q(x) the quantized signal amplitude, and p(x) the probability
of the respective signal amplitude. The signal amplitude x names the quantizer input,
i.e. the ACF including noise.

In standard quantization noise calculations, the assumption of equally distributed am-
plitudes is made, which reduces p(x) to 1

Amax
, with Amax the maximum amplitude. As

the reason for choosing a logarithmic quantizer was a signal with scarce but strong peaks,
equally distributed amplitudes cannot be assumed here. Eq. 2.45 can be developed into an
SNR estimation containing quantization noise by adding Eq. 2.68 to the denominator.

2.6 Processing the A/D-converted signal

The ADC output goes straight into the digital processing unit (PU). Within the PU, any
mathematical operation can be applied to the sampled data. Furthermore, the memory of
the PU allows random access to all elements of the sampled data. Therefore, it is an easy
and cheap choice to implement further mathematical operations on the signal into the PU.

2.6.1 Averaging

As both paths of the correlation, the in- as well as the quadrature-phase component are
corrupted by different noise effects, the usage of averaging methods needs to be evaluated.
Clearly it is not the mean over the correlation result that is of interest. It is rather the
average over multiple samples of entire ACFs that may increase the SNR. Therefore, it be-
comes clear that the averaging needs to take place in the digital world, i.e. a microprocessor.
Furthermore, the process has to be implemented before the absolute of the IQ-correlation
is evaluated, as averaging absolutes will increase the noise floor instead of decreasing it.
Mathematically, averaging over an infinite number of ACF samples completely cancels out
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zero mean noise. The last sentence contains two necessary prerequisites for the success of
the method under investigation. It is on the one hand the fact, that only zero mean noise,
such as additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), can be averaged out. Furthermore, ideally
an unlimited number of samples are required. Using less samples may reduce noise too. As
the number of samples used for the averaging is limited, it has to be evaluated, whether
the obtained result is worth the effort.

Most noise types can be assumed zero mean, so averaging promises good results. The
other question cannot be answered in general. As noise is random, averaging over only
n samples may even increase the noise for one point in time. Assuming that one ACF
consists of a large number of sampled values, the overall effect on the ACF is positive even
if n is on the order of ten or less. Fig. 2.26 shows an ACF, the same ACF corrupted by
noise, and the effect of averaging over ten ACFs.

Averaging multiple samples of the ACF brings up a problem in real time applications
such as the automotive radar. The process takes time. Ideally a constant scenario over the
averaging time is required, too. As this will not be the case, averaging has to be tested in
a real world environment.
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Fig. 2.26: Averaging effect, applied to a digitally stored ACF with superimposed white
Gaussian noise

2.6.2 Adding I- and Q-path

In Sec. 2.4.1, Eq. 2.33, the necessity for calculation of the absolute of the IQ-correlation is
derived. It is based on the prerequisite that the IF correlation yields the same result as a
baseband correlation would do.
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2.6.3 Peak Detection

After A/D conversion of the IQ correlator output, lists containing target descriptions,
using distance and amplitude need to be generated. A peak detector for this task was
at first taken from [35]. The detector in this publication was intended for the use in
automated analysis of electrocardiograms. In opposite to standard peak detectors, the
detection is not based on the exceedance of a threshold value but on a so called peak
excursion δ. In between two peaks, i.e. local maxima, a local minimum is required to exist
with a value at least δ less than the lower one of the two maxima. Clearly, for a high
peak excursion, this algorithm becomes highly resistant against noise. Unfortunately, at
the same moment, small targets are lost. For small peak excursions, strong targets are
detected as multiple targets, due to noise affecting the signal slopes of the ACFs. This
effect does not only smear the image, but increases the calculation time enormously, as
multiple sets of possibly corresponding targets arise, see Sec. 3.4. To improve the dynamic
range of the detector system, the phase of the IQ correlation result was also taken into
account. This IQ-correlation specific method for peak detection refinement is described in
Sec. 4.1.2, as it was part of the realization.
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x

Fig. 2.27: Peak excursion as defined for the peak detection algorithm



3. IMAGING ALGORITHM

Radar stands for radio detection and ranging, where ranging means measuring the radial
distance. Often it is not enough to detect a target at a radial distance d. Usually it
is of great interest, where the object is located exactly in two or three dimensions. For
air traffic controllers, e.g. it is essential to know the altitude of each aircraft to avoid
collisions. Acquiring this angle information is generally called imaging. The following
sections provide a short overview of common imaging methods, before introducing the
algorithm under investigation.

3.1 General Imaging Problems

In general, resolution is the main problem for all imaging applications. Obviously, the
higher the resolution, the better the image, as known from optical problems. Lateral reso-
lution, i.e. the range resolution, depends on radar system parameters, whereas transversal
resolution, i.e. angular resolution, is always related to the antenna. This relation is ei-
ther direct for scanning radars or indirect for imaging algorithms. Therefore two different
groups of approaches to increase the transversal resolution can be distinguished. On the
one hand the real aperture of the antenna can be increased. This yields a sharper beam
and therefore a better resolution with basically no signal processing. It is useful for non-
static, i.e. scanning antennas. On the other hand, there are methods that require powerful
processors. These methods generally make assumptions that are valid only for their spe-
cific application. Making intelligent assumptions can help to increase the resolution, as the
number of degrees of freedom is reduced. All algorithms require a specific constancy of the
scene that will be imaged. Synthetic aperture radars (SAR) for example require a constant
scenario over time, as multiple serial measurements are combined into one picture. The
algorithm presented here requires constant radar cross section (RCS) of the targets for
small changes of the aspect angle. This might sound as an unrealistic assumption, but it
will be shown that for small changes in aspect angles, the RCS of many roadside objects
does not change significantly (see Sec. 4.2.1).

3.1.1 Cooperative and Non-Cooperative Targets

There are two major classes of targets, cooperative and non-cooperative targets.

Non-Cooperative Targets Non-cooperative targets refer to targets that appear on
radar systems solely due to their reflecting properties. These targets are completely de-
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scribed by their radar cross section σ. Sec. 4.2.1 treats in detail the possibilities that arise
to distinguish and classify these objects. In short, it is extremely difficult and sometimes
impossible to distinguish objects, e.g. a small tin can from a child. As they both have a
comparable RCS, an imaging algorithm gets a chance to differentiate only if the changes
in RCS, due to changing aspect angles, differ during the approach.

Cooperative Targets As cooperative targets are not mentioned further in this docu-
ment, they will be treated here. A classical example for a cooperative target are aircrafts
with a secondary surveillance radar (SSR) transponder. The SSR triggers the transponder
to transmit a code that identifies the aircraft. The code consists in the A/C transponder
mode of the altitude and call sign of the aircraft. The SSR information is superimposed
with the image of the primary radar in order to reduce the identification effort for the
airspace surveillance group. This means a primary radar target (reflection) is identified
as soon as the secondary radar gets an appropriate answer from the target, i.e. from the
same angle and range. The same principle works in roadside environments. To increase
road safety, especially for children, passive RFID (radio frequency identification) tags can
be introduced. School bags and clothes today are already equipped with optical reflectors
to increase the visibility of pedestrians, especially children. The same principle works for
radio frequencies. RFID tags or radar reflectors are attached to school bags or other items.
The RFID tags are triggered by the imaging radar of an approaching car. They send out an
identification code that signals the system that children are close. The method even works
if there is no line of sight, e.g. because the children are hidden by parking cars. Ground
reflections may help out here. The above mentioned examples of cooperative targets are
both active. Passive ones are possible, too. As with the optical reflectors on school bags,
radar reflectors can be attached to clothes or school bags of children. Unfortunately, good
reflectors for the radar frequencies under investigation are not as small and flexible as the
known optical reflectors.

3.1.2 Resolution

Resolution in radar related documents, is generally expressed as a minimum angle or dis-
tance, necessary to separate neighboring targets. It depends on radar system parameters,
such as chip duration for PN radars. Though it is generally not the limiting factor, the
optical resolution limit will be treated in short.

Optical Resolution A target modeled by several scattering centers corresponds to mul-
tiple point sources. A point source causes a radiation pattern that is described by the
Airy function. The radius of the central disk, also called Airy disk, is on the order of the
wavelength of the radiated wave. For the radar context in this document, the radiated
wave is of course the reflected wave, i.e. the Airy disk radius depends on the wavelength
of the illuminating source.

The Rayleigh criterion is applied to derive the optical resolution, as non coherent sources
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are assumed. The decision for the Rayleigh criterion is based on [36], chapter ten. Using
the above mentioned criterion means in short that a minimum is required in between
the maxima of the radiation patterns of the point sources. Fig. 3.1 depicts the Rayleigh
criterion. Clearly, the sum of the intensity of both sources shows a minimum. If the sources
were separated only by the 3 dB width of the intensity function, the sum would appear as
a single source.
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Fig. 3.1: Intensity of two separable point sources, according to Rayleigh criterion

Radar System Resolution Lateral resolution was already mentioned for PN-radars
in Sec. 2.2.2. It is a basic characteristic of any radar sensor and describes the ability to
separate two targets in radial direction. Range measurement is a basic functionality of
any radar system. For precise location of a detected object further information is required,
i.e. three measurements are necessary to locate an object in a 3D space. In case of spherical
coordinates, the missing values are the azimuth angle ϕ and the elevation angle ϑ. For
applications with the boundary condition that all objects are limited to movements on the
ground, i.e. scenarios that do not include flying objects and where heights are not of interest,
the problem reduces to two dimensions. As the range is measured in most radar systems by
evaluating the time of flight of the wave, most radars provide in general another magnitude
that can be evaluated. It is the amplitude of the received signal. Unfortunately it depends
on several parameters, notably range d, radar cross section σ, and antenna characteristic
G, according to Eq. 3.8. Two of the parameters influencing the amplitude, depend on the
remaining azimuth angle, i.e. σ(ϕ) and G(ϕ). From this it becomes clear that the angular
resolution cannot be calculated analytically, only from the amplitude information. There
are ways to exactly derive the position of the detected objects as in Sec. 3.2.4, but they are
all limited to scenarios with less targets than sensors available. The algorithm presented
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here, tries to make intelligent assumptions, so that only one ϕ-dependent magnitude is left,
which can then be derived.

3.2 Combining Distance Information from Multiple

Sensors

This section mentions the most common methods to obtain radar images. Even though the
headline might imply multiple physical sensors, this will not be the case for each method.
The mechanical scanning radar for example, may consist of a single antenna and only one
set of receiver hardware, but as it is revolving, it can be seen as multiple sensors that take
pictures in series from different angles.

3.2.1 Mechanical and Electronic Scanning

Both scanning methods are based on the same principle: an antenna with an extremely
narrow characteristic sweeps the area of interest. This is equivalent to sampling the scenario
with discrete angles.

Mechanical Scanning The classical example for mechanical scanning is the standard
naval radar that every vessel utilizes. An antenna with a very sharp beam in its azimuth
characteristic rotates around the z-axis at ωr. Assuming a beam width ϕb of the antenna, a
minimum of 2π/ϕb pictures per revolution need to be taken, to avoid blind spots. Classical
display units for this type of radar consist of cathode ray tubes with a persistent display.
For the current azimuth angle ϕ of the antenna, the targets are displayed according to the
detected range at the actual angle ϕ. The persistence time is usually on the order of 2π/ωr,
i.e. the time for one revolution. This yields a complete 360◦ picture, as targets remain on the
display until the next sweep. The advantage of a mechanically scanning radar is definitely
the cost factor. Besides the mechanics, a single radar sensor with a pencil beam antenna is
sufficient. The disadvantages are diverse. First, the scanning frequency is limited, due to
mechanical constraints, i.e. the antenna is accelerated all the time. This disadvantage limits
the beamwidth in dependency of the transmit carrier frequency, as the antenna size and
therefore aperture determines the dimensions of the accelerated part. It is furthermore
limited, for the case of monostatic radars. If the same antenna transmits and receives,
the antenna position must not change noticeable during the time of flight of the signal.
This constraint can be avoided using a bistatic radar, where either the transmit or the
receive antenna is isotropic, or covers at least the entire space of interest. In the context of
automotive radar, mechanical scanning is not an alternative as it is space consuming and
would have to vanish behind the car body, due to design aspects.

Electronic Scanning Electronic scanning is implemented using phased array antennas.
Phased array antennas consist of multiple antenna elements that can be fed with a definite
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phase. Controlling the phase of each single element allows the steering of the characteristic
of the complete structure G, according to

G(ϑ,ϕ) = M(ϑ,ϕ) · F (ϑ,ϕ) (3.1)

with F the characteristic of a single element and

M(ϑ,ϕ) =
∑

j

Aj · exp (−j (k (rj − r0) + ϕj)) (3.2)

a term that takes care of the feeding phase and the location of the respective element. Aj

rates the feed power and ϕj the feed phase for each single element. The term k (rj − r0)
accounts for the spatial diversity of the single elements. Controlling the phase of each
element describes the phased array transmit antenna. The principle works for receive
antennas as well. In this case, the constructive or respectively destructive interference
takes place on the feed lines instead of the radiation space. By varying the phase relation
between the single elements, the antenna characteristic changes, i.e. the beam can be
controlled in its direction. [37] and [20] go further into detail on this topic. This is valid
for arrays, consisting of equal single elements. Fig. 3.2 shows a schematic phased array.

Fig. 3.2: Phased array system, consisting of slot antennas, feed lines are not depicted

It is made up by 13 × 3 slot antennas. In general, the more single elements are aligned
in one direction, the more the overall characteristic is confined in this direction, i.e. the
sharper the beam becomes. Phased array antennas are often used in military applications,
as they are extremely expensive. This results from expensive microwave devices, necessary
to control the feed lines, i.e. provide a definite but variable phase. Furthermore, the control
circuits are required for each single element, i.e. a large number of times, which multiplies
with the cost of a single element. On the other hand, the maximum angle scan rate is
much higher than for mechanical systems, as no mass is accelerated.

3.2.2 Superresolution

Superresolution (SR) is a term that is generally used for techniques that combine multiple
low resolution images into a high resolution image. Algorithms are to be differentiated into
frequency- and spatial-domain algorithms. Though, the term superresolution is in general
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used for algorithms that enhance the resolution of a digital image, it is sometimes used
only for algorithms that break the diffraction limit. Here it will be used for any algorithm
that increases the resolution, given by the spatial sampling rate. The algorithms require
in general the knowledge of the antenna characteristics, so that multiple images can be
combined.

For non diffraction limited low resolution images, i.e. images sampled non obeying the
Nyquist criterion, the information to be gained by the SR algorithm is hidden by the
aliasing effect. Combining several aliased pictures by a powerful superresolution algorithm
increases the resolution and may even avoid aliasing effects. Most algorithms require
the knowledge of the antenna characteristics and furthermore coherent images. Coherent
images for multiple sensors includes the knowledge of the position of the sensors as well
as the phase difference resulting from different propagation delays in different sensors.
These algorithms are usually spatial domain ones. Images, with a resolution bounded by
the diffraction limit, can also be enhanced. The diffraction limit is on the order of the
wavelength of the source that illuminates the scenario. It is the well known criterion as
familiar in the context of optical images. For analog processing, the resolution of any
image is limited by half the wavelength, i.e. λ/2, of the radiation used for observation.
Algorithms that break the diffraction limit, are based on the assumption, that every object
can be described by an analytic function in the (spatial) frequency domain. The sampled
picture is transformed into the frequency domain, using Fourier transformation. Due to
limited resolution, i.e. sampling rate, the spectrum will be limited. Within the limited
bandwidth, the algorithm identifies analytical functions and continues them outside the
band. After transformation back into the spatial domain, this yields a higher resolution
than the original image had. Frequency domain algorithms are generally fast and robust,
but limited in dynamic range [38].

Spatial domain algorithms, such as the subspace eigenanalysis algorithms MUSIC [8]
and ESPRIT [9] usually require high computational effort and deliver acceptable results
only for a few targets. [9] states the condition of less targets than receivers. Under this
condition the entire problem of finding corresponding pairs of measurements, as described
in Sec. 3.2.4 vanishes.

Superresolution is not only used for radar frequencies but also for optical frequencies
as in [17].

3.2.3 Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)

Though it may be considered a topic on its own, SAR is not entirely at the wrong place
here. It is another form of applying superresolution methods. The difference compared to
the above mentioned is that multiple images are taken coherently from different locations.
A coherent radar with a small aperture antenna takes multiple pictures while moving along
a known path. With the path and velocity known as well as the coherent radar responses
from the different locations, the SAR algorithm combines these low resolution pictures into
a high resolution image. The low resolution is based on the small real aperture. The high
resolution image is equivalent to an image that can be obtained using a radar with an
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aperture that corresponds to the path length. This fact is reflected in the nomenclature of
the method.

3.2.4 Triangulation and Trilateration

Both, triangulation and trilateration refer to a 3D problem. They both assume 3 references,
whose positions are either known exactly for absolute positioning, or are references for
relative positioning.

Triangulation

A classical example is nautical navigation, although it is a 2D problem, as the ship is located
at sea level. So for the calculation of his position, the ship’s captain needs two known
reference points, e.g. two lighthouses. By measuring the bearing of each lighthouse, he is
able to draw the bearing line into a map, i.e. a line from the respective reference pointing
into the direction bearing + 180◦ . The intersection of both lines is the current position of
the vessel. Clearly, the ship is required to remain at one position for both measurements to
obtain an exact result. This example describes the 2D case of triangulation as illustrated in
Fig. 3.3 with a ship and two lighthouses LH1 and LH2. In an analogous manner, the 3D case

X

X

X

LH
1

LH
2

Ship

bearing 76°

bearing 135°

Nline from LH at 256°1

line from LH at 315°2

Fig. 3.3: Illustration 2D triangulation principle of a ship using two lighthouses as refer-
ences

or real triangulation is performed. Three known references help to determine one’s position
by combining the information of three sequential angle measurements. For the imaging
case, the above mentioned example reads as follows. An observer knows the position of the
two lighthouses. He takes the bearing from each one towards the ship and combines the
information to obtain the position of the target, i.e. ship. This example clearly exposes
two main problems attached to the triangulation and trilateration methods. First, it is
obvious that the target needs to remain in the same position, during both measurements.
Figuratively, a single person is not able to carry out the measurement for this example.
Second, if there were N equally looking ships, the observer takes N bearings on every
lighthouse, but he would be confused when asked to combine the corresponding pairs, as
every target looks the same. This problem will be treated in detail in Sec. 3.3.
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Trilateration

Trilateration is based on the same principal, with the difference that distances instead of
angles are measured. To approach the system under investigation, a radar system will be
referred to here. Again the example is restricted to two dimensions, to keep it figurative.
The 3D case is analogous to the case above. Assuming a radar system with two sensors
and a single target, the situation depicts as shown in Fig. 3.4. Each sensor measures the
distance to the target object separately. For the given 2D case, the result, i.e. the set of
possible target locations for one sensor, is a circle around the sensor, with a radius given
by the measured distance. As in an automotive scenario the view will be limited to a
half-plane, i.e. the sensors will have an azimuth observation angle of 180◦ or less, so that
the circles can be drawn as semicircles. Combining both semicircles yields a single point
for the ideal case, i.e. infinite precision. Mathematically, the intersection point described
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Fig. 3.4: Illustration of the 2D trilateration principle

by vector xI can be expressed as

{xI} =
{

x

∣
∣
∣ ||x − s1||2 ≥ d1,n − δP ∧ ||x − s1||2 ≤ d1,n + δP

}

∩ (3.3)

. . . ∩
{

x

∣
∣
∣ ||x − sS||2 ≥ dS,n − δP ∧ ||x − sS||2 ≤ dS,n + δP

}

with n indicating the respective target. sm is the sensor location vector m, m = 1 . . . S.
From this given ideal case, three problems that arise for real world systems will be intro-
duced here.

Precision of the Distance Information First the problem of finite precision of the
distance information will be treated. For a PN radar, the precision is given in Eq. 2.19.
Clearly, for finite precision, the circles in Fig. 3.4 degenerate to annuli. The result is an
intersection area instead of an intersection point. Within this area the target may be
located at any point. The size of this area depends on the distance between the sensors
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and the precision δP. An estimation of the size of the ambiguous area Aamb for the worst
case scenario in case the sensor distance d ≥ a, with a the target distance is derived as

Aamb ≤ ∆δ2
P + d · δP. (3.4)

It can be derived from the scenario depicted in Fig. 3.5. With the radius a = d+δP
2

for
this special case, Eq. 3.4 can be derived as an upper limit by calculating the area of the
rectangle Rapprox. For the case d < a, the worst case is the collocation of both sensors at

XS1

dPdP

d X S2

dP

a a

Aamb

Rapprox

Fig. 3.5: Derivation of the estimation for the ambiguous area for precision δP

one place. This yields a maximum ambiguous area of

Aamb ≤ π ·
(
2aδP − δ2

P

)
. (3.5)

In general, the ambiguous area Aamb taking the distance precision δP into account can be
described by

Aamb,i =
{

x

∣
∣
∣ ||x − sm||2 ≥ dm,i − δP ∧ ||x − sm||2 ≤ dm,i + δP

}

. (3.6)

x are the position vectors that make up Aamb and sm the sensor location vector.

Finding Corresponding Pairs of Measurements As already mentioned in the tri-
angulation paragraph, identifying corresponding sets of target responses is an extremely
difficult task. A target appears as one or multiple scattering centers for a radar, depending
on its geometry and dimensions. The response of this scattering center with an RCS of σ,
causes a peak in the ACF of the PN radar proportional to σ. The aspect angle influences
the response in a couple of ways. First, the RCS of an object changes with the aspect
angle, but this influence is neglected here, as will be explained in Sec. 4.2.1. Second, the
aspect angle influences the response via the angle dependent gain of the TX and RX an-
tennas. This property will later be used to localize targets. It is obvious that two targets
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with distances of 5 m and 7 m from sensor 1 and 6 m and 8 m from sensor 2 respectively,
lead to the scenario depicted in Fig. 3.6. The figure consists of the two sensors at (−1,0)
and (1,0), and the circles with the radii mentioned before. This configuration yields three
intersections of the circles, which are marked by black “X”s. Under the assumption that
the ACF peaks show roughly the same amplitude, all intersection points are possible target
locations. Without further signal processing, i.e. an imaging algorithm, the problem can-
not be solved. Obviously, this problem increases exponentially with the number of targets
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Fig. 3.6: 2D trilateration with two targets and three possible target locations

in the so called unambiguous area. This area is defined by the inter-sensor distance, the
aspect angle, and the range precision of the radar. A figurative case will be described to
explain the dependencies. The 2D case with two sensors with a distance d in between
them is assumed. The field of view (FoV) be 180◦ , i.e. a half-plane, bordered by the line
in between the sensors. Target T3 in Fig. 3.7 has an aspect angle of -90◦ , i.e. is on the
connecting line of the two sensors. Sensor S2 detects the target at a distance d23 ± δP,
whereas sensor S1 measures a distance of d13 = d23 + d0 ± δP. This example shows that
with a given d23, any object detected by S1 within a range

d23 − d0 − δP ≤ d13 ≤ d23 + d0 + δP (3.7)

needs to be taken into account, as it could be the corresponding target response. For
the case that the FoV of the system is limited to less than a half plane, the inter-sensor
distance influence decreases, as can be seen in Fig. 3.7 for targets T1 and T2. Furthermore,
the influence of the range precision is derived. Eq. 3.7 makes clear that the range precision
needs to be taken into account multiplied with a factor 2. These considerations indicate
that all objects within an area A13 have to be checked whether they belong to target T3,
detected by S2. The area A13 denoted with the indices “1” and “3” for correspondence to
target “3” in the object list of sensor “1”, is described by the range given in Eq. 3.7 and
the FoV of sensor S1. This yields a segment of an annulus that depends on the above
mentioned parameters, range precision, sensor distance, and aspect angle, respectively
FoV of the sensor. Clearly, this problem arises for all locating algorithms that combine the
information of several non-cooperative targets.
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Fig. 3.7: Scenario as used in Eq. 3.7, explaining the assignment problem

Constant scenario As already mentioned in the triangulation scenario, it is important
that the scenario is constant during the measurements intended to be combined. For this
special case, i.e. a PN-radar with I- and Q-correlation, several boundary conditions apply.
Assuming m-sequences of length L, a chip duration of Tc, a serial I-,Q-correlation, and
an analog correlation, a constant scenario over a time of Tcs = 2L2Tc is required. The
correlation time Tcorr = L2Tc results from the analog correlation, under the assumption
that the ACF is performed in steps of ∆τ = Tc over the full code length. With Tc =
2ns, L = 1023bit this yields a Tcs ≈ 4.2ms. As the code length cannot be reduced
without shortening the unambiguous range, see Sec. 2.2.2, another method to minimize
the correlation time and therefore the requirements for a constant scenario is proposed in
Sec. 4.1.1.

3.3 Amplitude information

Every radar sensor is basically able to evaluate not only the range but also the amplitude
of the received signal. The power PRX of the received signal can be directly derived from
the radar equation

PRX = PTXGTX

λ

4π

1

d2
TX

σ

4π

1

d2
RX

GRX

λ

4π
. (3.8)

Eq. 3.8 describes the amount of power received by the antenna. Given the described PN
radar system, the amplitude at the correlator output can be given as

Aout =
√

PRX · S (3.9)
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where S contains all system parameters, such as amplifier gain, attenuation, and resistors.
This parameter is assumed constant for all targets. So the dependence of the amplitude
on the RCS σ and the transmit and receive antenna gain, GTX and GRX, respectively, is
obvious. To go back to the airspace surveillance example, with the mechanically scanned
antenna, this information can almost directly be used to indicate the size of the target.
Given a quasi-monostatic system, the factor d2

TXd2
RX simplifies to d4. As R is known from

the range measurement, Eq. 3.8 can be solved for the received power and hence amplitude.
As the range-corrected amplitude is proportional to the RCS, this value determines the size
of the dot on the display. This direct conversion of the received power into RCS information
is only valid for pencil beam antennas, i.e. antennas with a very narrow beamwidth. This
means, they have a very high gain into one direction and are quasi-blind in every other
direction. In case antennas with broader beamwidth are used, as proposed in Sec. 2.3.1,
this method cannot be used anymore. Several dB of difference in gain can occur between
angle differences of 20◦ . This means an object with the same RCS can occur more than
10 times bigger, when within the main lobe of an antenna, compared to an out of the main
lobe angle.

For the range resolution resulting from a chip duration of Tc = 1ns, i.e. δd = 15 cm,
it is sufficient to know the characteristics to a resolution of 1◦ . This yields a transversal
resolution of 15 cm in a distance of d ≈ 10m for objects at ϕ = 89◦ . The transversal
distance depends on the azimuth angle ϕ as in

dT = d cos(ϕ). (3.10)

From Eq. 3.10, the transversal resolution derives as

δdT = d cos(ϕ) − d cos(ϕ + δϕ) = d
∆ cos(ϕ)

∆ϕ
∆ϕ → d∆ϕ

∂ cos(ϕ)

∂ϕ
= −d∆ϕ sin(ϕ). (3.11)

In contrast to neglecting the antenna gain, the presented approach is based on the
knowledge of the characteristics and exploits them.

3.4 Concept

The idea for the imaging algorithm is now to combine trilateration as described in Sec. 3.2.4
and the angular information obtained through the angle dependence of the received am-
plitude as derived in Sec. 3.3. Parts of this concept are mentioned in [39].

3.4.1 Basic Idea

After constructing all sets of possibly corresponding targets as in Sec. 3.5, the target area
Aamb is calculated by trilateration techniques. Within this area, the RCS, that would lead
to the amplitude response of the current set, is calculated for each point and each sensor.
Assuming that most objects in a roadside scenario will show constant RCS over the small
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change in aspect angle, resulting from the different sensors, the final decision for one point
within the area is made upon the equality of the calculated RCS. To determine the equality
of the RCS, the mean over the different sensor results for each point is determined. The
criterion for the decision is the sum over the deviation from the sensor RCS of mean RCS.

3.4.2 Discretized Algorithm

The first step remains the trilateration. As mentioned above, this yields an area of a specific
size Aamb for each set of range-amplitude information. Refer to Fig. 3.5 in Sec. 3.2.4 for
Aamb. Each set consists of a range value and the corresponding amplitude information
from each sensor. Tab. 3.1 is an example for three sensors, and a scenario with one target,
visible for all sensors, and another target that is visible for only two sensors. “Visible for a
certain sensor” is used to describe the case, wherein the peak detector finds a peak in the
correlation that results from the respective target response. Given a sensor spacing of half

Sensor 1 Sensor 2 Sensor 3
d A

4.2 1.3
6.4 4.3

d A
4.1 1.7
6.5 3.3

d A
3.8 1.5

Tab. 3.1: Table of sensor responses for a three sensor scenario, with one target visible for
all sensors and one target visible to only two sensors

a meter, i.e. they are aligned on the car bumper with 50 cm in between two sensors, the
values in Tab. 3.1 result in two sets, i.e. target 1 of sensor 1 cannot correspond to target 2
of sensor 2, because the range difference is greater than the inter-sensor distance. Sec. 3.5
treats this problem in detail. The following section steps through the proposed algorithm
using the above mentioned example.

Therefore, the entire two dimensional field of view is discretized into Nx × Ny boxes,
with Nx, Ny ∈ N. A matrix M ∈ R

Nx×Ny now represents the entire FoV. M is created for
each sensor, so Ms corresponds to sensor s. All matrix elements are initialized to zero.
Aamb is then indicated within M by setting all elements that correspond to Aamb to one.
The elements corresponding to Aamb must satisfy the following mathematical expression:

ds − δP −
√

D2
x

4
+

D2
x

4
≤
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

(

(nx − 0.5) Dx − Sx,s

(ny − 0.5) Dy − Sy,s

)∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
2

< ds + δP +

√

D2
x

4
+

D2
x

4
(3.12)

with Dx and Dy the discretization step-width in x- and y-direction, respectively, δP the
precision, and ds the respective sensor distance information. Therefore, the distances in
x- and y-direction between the transmitter - receiver and the target, can be written as
dx = (nx − 0.5) Dx and dy = (ny − 0.5) Dy, whereas (Sx,s,Sy,s) is the location of sensor
s. The terms (nx − 0.5) Dx and (ny − 0.5) Dy reference the center of each element. For
sensors at (-0.5,0),(0,0) and (0.5,0) Fig. 3.8 shows the sum of the three sensor matrices
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Fig. 3.8: Target area resulting from trilateration

Ms, i.e. the dark area corresponds to the area Aamb that can be obtained by trilateration
only. The used parameters were target number one from Tab. 3.1, a precision δP = 0.1,
and the above mentioned sensor locations. The field of view of 10 × 10 was discretized
into 100 × 100 elements. After elements, whose indices nx and ny match the condition in
Eq. 3.12, are set to one, Eq. 3.8 is applied bottom-up to these elements. This means, based
on the amplitude, given by each sensor, the RCS is calculated by the following equation

σs,nx,ny
=

A2
out,s

S · PTX · GRx,s (ϕs) GTX,s (ϕs)
· (4π)3

λ2
·
[
((nx,s − 0.5) Dx)

2 + ((ny,s − 0.5) Dy)
2]2

(3.13)
which can be directly derived from Eqs. 3.8 and 3.9. The azimuth angle, necessary to
obtain the gain for the current element of the discretized FoV, is obtained using

ϕs = arctan

(
dy,s

dx,s

)

+ ϕ0,s (3.14)

with ϕ0 an offset to match the specific alignment of each antenna. With ϕs all necessary
variables that appear in Eq. 3.13 are known. To reduce the computational effort the RCS
is only calculated for matrix elements that are within the area Aamb. Therefore the mask
matrix

M =
S∑

s=1

M
′
s (3.15)

is introduced. Given the case that a real target is visible for all sensors, the maximum value
in M equals the number of sensors S. In case a target is not visible for all sensors, the
maximum value is reduced by the number of blind sensors for this target. For all matrix
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elements that contain max(M), the RCS is now calculated for each sensor and stored at
the respective position in Ms ∈ R

Nx×Ny . At this point, three matrices that contain RCS
are existent. Having these matrices, a powerful criterion must now be found to choose the
target location within this area Aamb.

A criterion to choose the final location

The criterion was set to be the point, where the RCS of three sensors resemble most. The
decision is based on the assumption that for the small changes in aspect angle that are
treated here, most roadside objects appear with a very similar RCS for all sensors. The
assumption is not only based on the small change in aspect angle, but also on the shape of
many objects in roadside scenarios. Many of those shapes resemble cylinders, e.g. legs of
humans, trees, even human bodies have a curvature at the front and back sides, so can be
modeled as parts of a cylinder. For target objects whose RCS changes dramatically, the
above mentioned assumption may still apply. A car for example that is right in front of
the radar system can be assumed symmetric to its longitudinal axis, which means that two
of the equally spaced sensors observe the object under the same absolute of the azimuth
angle, i.e. |ϕ1| = |ϕ3|. If this assumption is adequate for a specific situation, it reduces
the difference in aspect angles by a factor of two. In addition, even if for one sensor the
RCS deviates heavily from the other ones, it might still be possible to locate the object.
Given a three sensor system, one blind or quasi-blind, i.e. the observed RCS differs heavily
from that observed by other sensors, can be compensated. Therefore, the respective sensor
needs to be identified. In case the sensor did not detect anything, i.e. it is blind, this is
trivial. The other case is demanding. The realization of detecting a quasi-blind sensor
is explained in Sec. 3.5. Quasi-blind might be a misleading adjective at first, but for the
imaging system, a sensor that does not fit into the overall concept is useless for the system
and therefore labeled quasi-blind. Listing these arguments, it seems reasonable to assume
the RCS observed by the different sensors equal.

The next problem arising is that the correct RCS is not known. In the ideal case, given
by non aspect dependent RCS and unlimited precision, this is not a problem, because there
will be an element that contains the same value in all matrices Ms. This is the element
that corresponds to the true target location. In reality though, this will not be the case.
Therefore, a method has to be found, that compares the calculated RCS and return a
value that expresses the equality of the calculated RCS. Based on this figure of merit J ,
the decision for the final target position will be taken. The first step in calculating J is to
substitute the missing real RCS by an applicable value. Due to a lack of other possibilities,
the mean of the calculated RCS of all sensors is taken and stored in a matrix.

M̃ = 〈Ms〉 =
1

S

S∑

i=1

Ms (3.16)

With the result from Eq. 3.16, the value J is calculated for each element of the FoV matrix
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so that a J matrix is obtained as

J =
S∑

i=1

∣
∣
∣Ms − M̃

∣
∣
∣ (3.17)

The minimum of the resulting matrix ∆ can now be found at a position that corresponds to
the true target location. To avoid spikes, i.e. in this case singular points where J is small,
the decision taking algorithm requires several comparably small J values in the immediate
proximity of the minimum element of J. This requirement was set up as within the area
Aamb the deviation value J is supposed to be on the same order of magnitude. Sec. 3.5 will
use the deviation measure J again to evaluate the significance of the respective target.

3.5 Finding corresponding pairs

It was mentioned earlier that one of the most critical points in radar imaging is combining
the corresponding responses of a single target from multiple sensors. Identifying active
targets is usually not a big deal, as their response is characterized by a specific signature,
e.g. it answers in a specific way, once it is triggered by a radar. In case passive targets have
to be imaged, as is the case in automotive radar imaging, usually some boundary conditions
apply, but other than that, all possible combinations of all responses have to be checked for
validity. The following sections will go through the pair finding and evaluation algorithms
using an example. It assumes three sensors at locations s1 = (−0.5 0 0)T, s2 = (0 0 0)T

and s3 = (0.5 0 0)T. The sensors use 255 bit m-sequences with a chip duration of Tc = 2ns.
The detector limit is set to 10−3. Four targets are given, located at t1 = (−0.4 2.9 0)T,
t2 = (2.08 6 0)T, t3 = (1 6.5 0)T and t4 = (4.5 10 0)T, with amplitudes 1.5, 3, 5 and 2,
respectively.

3.5.1 Creating the List of Possibly Corresponding Pairs

For the system under investigation, the above mentioned boundary conditions that apply
are that two responses of two sensors cannot correspond, if the difference in the detected
distances is greater than the distance between the sensor location. Mathematically, this
condition reads as

|di,m − dj,n| ≤
√

(Sx,i − Sx,j)
2 + (Sy,i − Sy,j)

2 + δP (3.18)

with 1 ≤ i,j ≤ S, i 6= j the index identifying the respective sensor, and m and n the target
indices of the respective sensor, i.e. 1 ≤ m ≤ Ti, with Ti the number of targets detected
by sensor i. Usually a large number of targets is detected, as most scattering centers will
be detected as targets. Therefore the number of combinations that fulfill Eq. 3.18 is large.
Furthermore another case has to be obeyed. It is the case of an object that is not seen
by all sensors or is seen by one sensor with a RCS that differs heavily from that seen by
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the other sensors, as described in Sec. 3.4.2. Taking into account the blind and quasi-
blind sensors, it is necessary to additionally create sets, that consist of less than S range -
amplitude pairs. Given S sensors, it makes sense to demand for at least ⌈S/2⌉ information
pairs, i.e. at least half the sensors do get useful results. This number is arbitrary, but a
minimum of two pairs for 2D imaging can be stated. For a three sensor system, it means
that two pairs are enough. Two possible scenarios where one sensor is blind or quasi-blind
are the following:

• A target with a high azimuth angle, i.e. an object to the very right or left of the
ahead looking radar.

• A target straight ahead, that has comparable RCS for the symmetric side sensors
but a highly different one for the center sensor.

For these and comparable cases, the missing information will be displayed by adding zero
pairs in the respective tables. Taking into account quasi-blind sensors expands the list,
where three sensors detect a single target each, to a list of 4 sets. One set is the sce-
nario, every sensor detected roughly the same RCS, three of them assume that one sensor
was quasi-blind. The following table contains a small example that makes clear how fast
the number of sets of possibly corresponding pairs grows. Though Tab. 3.2 may imply

Sensor 1 Sensor 2 Sensor 3
d A

5.8800 1.3612
13.2840 0.4442
22.1640 0.0176

d A
5.8920 1.2003
12.7680 0.1461
13.1400 0.4171
21.9720 0.0163

d A
5.9880 0.6604
12.5880 0.0843
13.1160 0.1924

Tab. 3.2: Table of sensor responses for a three sensor scenario, with two targets visible
for all sensors and two target visible to only two sensors

that (d1,1,d2,1,d3,1), (d2,2,d3,2), (d1,2,d2,3,d3,3), and (d1,3,d2,4) form sets with corresponding
distance information, this cannot be guaranteed. Therefore, all possible sets have to be
created and tested for their minimum J value. As already mentioned, each sensor target
list is extended by one zero target, to cover the case of a quasi blind or blind sensor. There-
after, all possible sets are created, with the boundary condition that the number of blind or
quasi-blind sensors is not greater than S/2. This process yields Tab. 3.3. The table contains
only the combined distance information, as amplitude information is not used as a criterion
to form the sets of possibly corresponding pairs. The four outer columns together contain
all combinations that will be checked by the algorithm. The numbers in the columns Ss

indicate the target number of the respective sensor according to Tab. 3.2, whereas K is the
number of the current combination. So the first column combination in Tab. 3.3 has to be
read as the combination of the following distance information (d1,1,d2,1,d3,1). The combi-
nations have been split up into four groups as displayed with four columns. With the given
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K S1 S2 S3

1 1 1 1
2 – 1 1
3 1 – 1
4 1 1 –

K S1 S2 S3

5 2 2 2
6 2 2 3
7 2 3 2
8 2 3 3

K S1 S2 S3

9 – 2 2
10 – 2 3
11 – 3 2
12 – 3 3
13 2 2 –
14 2 3 –
15 2 – 2
16 2 – 3

K S1 S2 S3

17 3 4 –

Tab. 3.3: All possible combinations that are checked by the algorithm for their minimum
J value

sensor locations S1 = (−0.5,0), S2 = (0,0), S3 = (0.5,0), the maximum distance differences
result as |d1,m − d2,n| ≤ 0.5, |d2,m − d3,o| ≤ 0.5, and |d1,m − d3,o| ≤ 1, with m,n,o ∈ N the
target numbers of the respective sensor. Clearly, the first targets of S1 can only correspond
to the first targets of the other sensors. Column one therefore contains this combination
plus the target one cases including one quasi blind sensor. Column two combines the 12 m
and 13 m distance targets, disregarding the possibility of blind sensors. Column three takes
into account the possibility of blind or quasi-blind targets for these targets. The last col-
umn holds the only possible combination for the most distant target and completes the list
of all possible combinations. Combination 17 is a case with a blind sensor and no other
detected targets that satisfy Eq. 3.18, so the result is a single possible combination. The
entire list will be called list of possibly corresponding pairs (of distance-amplitude informa-
tion). It is clear now, that the number of possible correspondences increases exponentially
with the number of targets satisfying Eq. 3.18.

3.5.2 Choosing the Correct Target Location

For each of the above mentioned combinations, the matrix J is calculated and the minimum
reasonable J value evaluated.

Special Cases of J

J is in general given by the sum of the deviation of the calculated RCS mean, as in Eq. 3.17,
but a bonus malus system is introduced to account for special cases.

On the bonus side is the case, where a target of one sensor is listed within only one
combination, e.g. target one of sensor two appears only in combination 14. Therefore the
J value for combination 14 will be decreased by a certain amount jb. Combination 17
is an example for this case. It makes sense to prefer these type of combinations, as it is
very likely that the respective combination belongs to a true target location. The only
possibility for such a combination to refer to a ghost target is the case where a noise spike
was detected by the respective sensor. Bonus points can also be introduced for a set of
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combination that use up all detected targets and at the same time do not use a detected
target twice. Unfortunately, the creation of all possible combinations is brute force attack,
which makes it extremely difficult to find out the set of combinations that fulfills that
condition. Therefore, this part is not yet implemented into the algorithm.

On the other hand, there are several cases where J is increased, due to several criteria.
One is the assumption of a quasi-blind sensor. Exactly, in case a combination is checked
that has a missing distance information for one or more sensors, a certain value jm,d is
added to J for each missing distance information. So for two missing distances, which is of
course not possible for the three sensor system, 2jm,d is added. The algorithm furthermore
requires at least two amplitude values to be above the minimum digital value, i.e. the
smallest value that can appear at the ADC output, to ensure the usage of real targets. For
not fulfilling this condition, the J value of the respective combination is increased by jm,A.
The third case, causing an additional value for J results from an ambiguous area that is
zero, i.e. Eq. 3.6 contains not a single point. This may result from a good sensor precision,
i.e. small δP and coarse meshing of the FoV. The value added for this case is referred to as
jm,M.

For the implementation, a choice for the values of the bonus malus system needs to
be taken. It is recommended to choose the j values, so that they are on the order of the
largest calculated RCS values.

3.5.3 Limiting Possible Targets to the Field of View

Combinations that do not correspond to a real target may result in calculated locations
outside the FoV. Clearly, these are so called ghost targets. Eliminating them is trivial, as
the maximum azimuth angle is known. It results from the beamwidth of the antennas.
So within this step, all targets from the list of possibly corresponding pairs are eliminated
that are outside the FoV.

The J List

At this point of the algorithm, two lists exist. One contains the calculated positions ac-
cording to all combinations of the list of possibly corresponding pairs and the other one
contains the respective J value. As mentioned in Sec. 3.5.1, the number of possible target
locations in this list is much higher than the number of real targets. Though possible loca-
tions outside the FoV were already eliminated, there will be much more possible locations
left than targets in the scenario. Therefore, the possible locations are listed, sorted by the
corresponding J value as in Tab. 3.4. The task is now to further reduce the list, so that
each detected peak appears only in one combination and that the sum of the J values is
minimal. As this task is highly complex, it was reduced to a simpler decision rule. The list
is scanned for equal positions. If two combinations k1 and k2 that result in the same posi-
tion are found, the list is reduced by one entry, namely k2. The J value of the remaining
position i that was not removed is set to the mean of both, i.e. (Jk1

+Jk2
)/2. This method

can be extended to merge all positions that are equal within the range precision.
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K x y J
17 0.1 11 0.0061
1 -0.4 2.9 0.0206
8 0.9 6.5 0.0928
5 3.0 5.7 0.1298
6 0.8 6.4 1.0213
4 0 2.8 10.0055
9 3 5.6 10.0065
10 -2.7 5.8 10.0152
12 1.9 6.3 10.0184
2 -1.0 2.8 10.0190

Tab. 3.4: The J list for the example in Tab. 3.2

3.6 Prerequisites and Limitations

3.6.1 Efficiency

Fig. 3.9 shows the result of the above mentioned example. It shows the calculated positions
as well as the real target positions. The figure exhibits several ghost targets as well as a
non detected target. These effects depend on a number of reasons that will be discussed
in the following.
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Fig. 3.9: Roadside scenario showing the example from Tab. 3.2

A major limitation is of course the required criterion as mentioned in 3.3 to decide
whether the calculated RCS belong to the same object. It is not generally valid that the
RCS is constant for different aspect angles. The system is intended for use in automotive
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environments, which results in maximum distances between the sensors of roughly 1.5 m
(width of a car). This leads to a maximum difference of the aspect angle of 17◦ for a
distance of 5 m. Furthermore the setup shown in Fig. 2.15 is symmetric, i.e. the transmit
antenna is located in-between the outer receive antennas. Assuming quasi-symmetric RCS,
i.e. σ(ϕ,ϑ) ≈ σ(−ϕ,ϑ) further reduces the maximum difference between the RCS seen by
the different receive antennas. The assumption of quasi-symmetric RCS is based on the
fact that many obstacles in a roadside scenario can be split up into elements resembling
cylinders, which do have symmetric RCS [40,41].

Another vital prerequisite is of course the knowledge of the antenna characteristics
needed to calculate the RCS from the detected amplitude. For the simulation, we assume
two-dimensional antenna characteristics known with a resolution of one degree. It is de-
sirable that the antennas in the system have sidelobes only outside the field of view of the
system. Sidelobes within the field of view with narrow spacing would require higher SNR
and a higher resolution of the A/D converter for the same efficiency.

The prerequisite of constant RCS over small changes of the aspect angle can be ex-
pressed in a different way as soon as antenna characteristics are taken into account. In-
stead of postulating constant RCS, the requirement is now that the change in antenna gain
dominates the difference in received power, i.e.

|σ (ϕ) − σ (ϕ + δϕ)|
σ (ϕ)

≪ |G (ϕ) − G (ϕ + δϕ)|
G (ϕ)

(3.19)

with |δϕ| > 0, and G the antenna gain.
Limitations of the system as far as resolution is concerned have to be mentioned as they

do not follow neither the standard rules of PN radar nor those of coherent radar sensors.
Clearly both relations dealing with resolution, ∆ϑ = λ

d(RXi,RXj)
, and δR ∝ c0 · Tc impact

the overall resolution for the presented system, but increases over existing limitations are
possible. The range resolution limit is dominant for the system performance, especially if
two targets cannot be separated by any of the S sensors.

The maximum range of the system under investigation clearly depends on the SNR
at each sensor output. Using PN radar techniques, we get a linear dependency between
SNR and code length. Code length again is limited by the time available. There will be a
minimum update rate of the radar image required by the customer. A major part of this
time will be used to perform the necessary correlation, no matter whether analog or digital
correlation is performed. A more than optimistic approximation leads to a maximum range
of less than 170 m. This value was calculated for a minimum image update rate of 10 Hz,
which leads to maximum code length of 104 chips, with a bit duration of 1 ns, assuming the
processing algorithm consumes no time or is performed during the next correlation cycle.
The chip duration of 1 ns sets the range resolution to 30 cm for the distance TX-object-RX.
A maximum PEIRP = 20dBm, a minimum noise level of -70 dBm at the receiver together
with a spread gain of 40 dB lead to PRX

PTX
≥ −130dB. Assuming GTX · GRX ≤ 30dB and a

RCS of σ = 1 m2, which corresponds to a metal sphere with r ≈ 0.6m, the above mentioned
value can be calculated as an absolute upper limit.
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3.7 Logical and Chronological Flow Chart of the

Algorithm

The following section will give a short overview of the entire algorithm, in logical as well
as in chronological order.

3.7.1 Logical Flow Chart

The flow chart in Fig. 3.10 states the logical order of the elements of the algorithm, including
the data flow and the influence of each step onto the entire algorithm. Data input ports
are drawn as parallelograms, whereas processes that use information other than the output
of the predecessor step are characterized by parallelograms with curved vertical lines.

3.7.2 Time Flow Chart and Time Limitations

Fig. 3.11 makes clear that certain steps, needed to gain a radar image, must be performed
in series. With the given boundary condition of a minimum update rate of 10 Hz, duration
limits for the steps can be derived. The scenario from which the maximum processing time
is derived is two cars approaching each other. Assuming a highway with two cars traveling
at 100 km/h each, this makes a relative speed of 60 m/s of one car approaching the other
one equipped with the radar system. This yields a 6 m distance of the location of the car
between two images. This equals almost two car lengths and is the maximum deviance
that can be accepted between two images.

The data acquisition step includes the transmit and receive process of the sensor, but is
made up mainly by the analog correlation process. As already mentioned earlier, the time
required for this step is on the order of L2Tc, i.e. 0.13 ms for the case in Sec. 3.5, but already
2.1 ms for a 1023 bit m-sequence. For serial I/Q-correlation, these values double. Although
it is possible to limit the ACF to e.g. 50% of its full length, which yields a correlation time
that is shorter by 50%, the order of the required time remains, i.e. twice the code length
meaning four times the correlation time. Though the correlation takes a certain amount
of time, these numbers show that almost the entire 100 ms can be used for the processing
algorithm. A full simulation of the entire system in MatLab, described in Sec. 4.3, shows
that the required time is on the order of seconds. During a test, it could be shown that
coding essential parts of the code in C reduces the time required for the algorithm for a
0.1 m meshed FoV to a level, that is significantly below a second.
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Fig. 3.10: Flow chart of the described algorithm
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4. SIMULATION AND REALIZATION

This chapter describes the realization of parts of the system, such as the correlator, as well
as the implementation of the simulation. The realization of a PN radar front end is treated
in detail in [18].

4.1 Front-End

The radar front end was taken from a project currently to be finished at the Fachgebiet
Höchstfrequenztechnik [18]. It comprises the development of a cheap 24 GHz PN radar
sensor. The intention of the project was to develop a cheap, i.e. 30 US Dollar device, with
a high dynamic range and a reasonable range resolution. It was developed with a strong
focus on the automotive industry. The functionality of the imaging algorithm can also be
reached utilizing other radar sensors providing distance and amplitude information, e.g. [21,
42–44]. The choice for the sensor was made based on fabrication cost and availability.
Fig. 4.1 shows the working sensor, made up by single components. In the upper part of the

Fig. 4.1: Radar sensor made up by connected components

picture, an FPGA creates the required PN sequence and provides it to the transmitter.
The transmitter output goes straight into the transmitter horn antenna. On the lower
part of the picture, the receive unit is depicted. It consists of the receive horn antenna,
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a mixer that transforms the RF into an IF signal, an amplifier chain with three stages,
a detector and the correlator unit. Obviously, the depicted sensor does not utilize the IF
correlator principle. Replacing the baseband correlator by an IF correlator is described
in Sec. 4.1.1. This distributed sensor layout has the advantage that single stages can be
replaced by alternative designs. This was especially useful for the integration of the new
correlator concept, as the detector and baseband correlator were easily replaced by the
new IF correlator module.

The sensor in Fig. 4.1 was further developed into an integrated layout. Fig. 4.2 shows
the final layout, where the entire sensor is integrated onto a printed circuit board. The
board consists of multiple layers of FR4 and one layer of RF substrate. Clearly visible, the
RF devices in the receiver and transmitter parts are mounted directly to the RF substrate,
whereas all other elements are mounted on FR4. This layout can be used for the described

Fig. 4.2: Photo of the radar sensor completely integrated on a PCB

imaging system, though the advantages of the IF correlator method cannot be used, as the
baseband correlator is integrated on the board.

The above mentioned layouts were implemented using different PN sequences by recon-
figuring the respective FPGA.

4.1.1 Correlator

The following section treats the replacement of the detector and the baseband mixer in
the original sensor design by an IF correlator. The theory of this method is described in
Sec. 2.4.

Practical Considerations

The following design is based on the analog correlation principle without using any memory
elements. Fig. 2.16 shows the schematic of an IF correlator. A PN code of length L is
transmitted and provided to the correlator with a variable delay of k∆τ , k = [0 . . . K − 1],
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with

K =
LTc

∆τ
. (4.1)

∆τ is chosen so that K ∈ N. After the reference is transmitted completely, k is increased
by one, until it reaches K − 1. Thereafter it is reset to zero. Using this principle, it is
clear that a full correlation takes KLTc. In case the transmitted power of the radar is not
sufficient to cover the whole unambiguous range or the information from distant objects is
unwanted, the correlation time can be reduced significantly. Under the assumption, that
objects further away than dDL are not of interest, it is not useful to sweep k up to K − 1.

K ′ =
2dDL

c0∆τ
(4.2)

is introduced and k is limited to [0 . . . K ′ − 1] now. For Tc = 2ns and L = 1023bit, the
unambiguous range would be more than 300 m. No radar operating within the power limits
of ISM bands, will be able to cover this distance, due to free space attenuation, see Eq. 3.8.
This method results in a time discrete ACF, i.e. corresponds to an ACF that is sampled
at a rate of 1/∆τ . Clearly, the correlator output equals an ACF only for the case that the
scenario that reflects the received signal, does not change over K ′LTc, as already required
in Sec. 3.2.4.

Correlator Layout

The described IF-correlator was designed and fabricated. For the concept validation it is
sufficient to realize the proposed system at an IF and to leave out the RF transmission
part, i.e. TX antenna - target - RX antenna. An arbitrary phase for the received signal was
realized using a variable delay line. A 1023 bit m-sequence is provided by an FPGA board
with a chip duration of 5 ns. The FPGA provides a second output port for the reference,
with delay steps of ∆τ = Tc, which yields a time discrete ACF. The time discrete ACF

ϕsrecsref
(k∆τ) =

LTc∫

0

srec (t) · sref (t + k∆τ) dt (4.3)

with k ∈ N, is derived from Eq. 2.5. The code is modulated onto the intermediate frequency
f0=1.4 GHz. The unipolar on off keying (OOK) modulator was implemented by means of
a diode switch, whereas the bipolar binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation is per-
formed using a mixer. Both modulators were fabricated for this purpose and are depicted
in Fig. 4.4. For the correlation, the Analog Devices chip AD8347 with an input frequency
of 800–2700 MHz was used. In Fig. 4.3 the correlator using the AD8347 with two IF input
ports and the correlation output port is shown.

Measurements

Measurements were taken by setting up the circuit and connecting an oscilloscope to the
correlator output. Several characteristic dependencies were measured. All of them show
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Fig. 4.3: Photograph of the fabricated IF-correlator using the AD8347

Fig. 4.4: Modulators to modulate the FPGA signal onto the IF carrier, left the boxed
BPSK modulator, right an OOK modulator
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ACFs, i.e. the amplitude of the correlator output over the delay time of the reference. The
delay time is normalized to the code length. At first, the influence of the intermediate
frequency was investigated. In Fig. 4.5 the frequency dependence as predicted in Sec. 2.4.3
is clearly visible. Frequencies from 1.30 GHz to 1.50 GHz were investigated in steps of
0.01 GHz, to find the ideal frequency. The best measured case with f0 = 1.47GHz and a
nearby frequency of f0 = 1.50GHz are shown in Fig. 4.5. The figure shows clearly that
not only the noise floor increases by a factor of 4, but also that the absolute value of the
peak decreases by roughly 30%, for the non-ideal frequency, when compared to the ideal
one. This results in a main-to-side-lobe ratio that is roughly 14 dB lower. In a second
measurement series, the differences between the correlation of two unipolar sequences and
the correlation of a unipolar with a bipolar sequence were verified. Fig. 4.6 shows the
disadvantages of an OOK-OOK correlation. It is clearly visible that the DC offset is
significantly higher than for the OOK-BPSK correlation. In theory a maximal main-to-
side-lobe ratio of 6 dB is possible for OOK-OOK correlation. These measurement results
were obtained using non-ideal code shapes obtained from the modulator without any effort
put into pulse forming.

4.1.2 A/D-Converter and Peak Detector

A/D-Converter

As already mentioned numerous times, the dynamic range of the radar sensors determines
the accuracy and the precision of the imaging system. This is due to the high resolution
required to detect small targets in the presence of greater ones. For the ADC of the final
system, the quantization depths needs to be high, 12–14 bits is assumed a good size, that
is available at a moderate price for the required sampling rate of 1–10 MS/s.

During this work, the correlator output was connected to a digital oscilloscope, namely
a Tektronix TDS220. The oscilloscope data was thereafter read into a PC using a GPIB
interface. It has a 100 MHz bandwidth and a sampling rate of 1 GS/s with an 8 bit digital
output. Therefore, the sensitivity of the system is low.

For the simulation, the ADC was implemented as a logarithmic converter. The ADC
subroutine of the simulation takes the minimum and the maximum discrete value, qmin and
qmax, the discretization depths in bits, and of course the signal to be discretized as input
arguments. A vector with the digital values, from qmin to qmax, spaced logarithmically,
i.e. the exponents of the base 10 are spaced linearly, is created. As an example, a 2 bit,
i.e. 4 digital values, quantization vector, with qmin = 1 and qmax = 10 is given as

q =









100

101/3

102/3

101









=








1

2.14

4.64

10








. (4.4)

The analog input values are then replaced with the closest digital value, i.e. the absolute
of the difference between the analog and the chosen digital value has to be minimal.
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Fig. 4.5: Measured frequency dependence of the correlation result
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Peak Detector

Peak detection is performed within the microprocessor device by an algorithm described
in Sec. 2.5. It was implemented as suggested by [35]. The subroutine for peak detection
takes the absolute of the I/Q-correlation and the peak excursion as functional arguments.
The proper peak excursion is a system parameter that has to be determined by accounting
for environmental parameters, such as maximum range, and system parameters, such as
maximum antenna gain, quantization depths and amplifier gain. In general, the peak
excursion parameter will be determined empirically, i.e. a value needs to be found, that
provides good recognition of real targets but avoids the detection of noise spikes as targets.

Furthermore, an experimental stage of a detected peak evaluation module was intro-
duced. As the peak detector gets the absolute as well as the phase of the I/Q-correlation,
the idea came up to exploit the phase information, for better peak detection. The idea was
that peaks of real targets should have a constant phase of the I/Q-correlation resulting
from the fixed phase argument in Eqs. 2.30 and 2.32. Noise peaks on the other hand will
show arbitrary phases. Therefore, the idea was to check the phase constancy around the
point that corresponds to the detected peak in the absolute. Assuming the peak detector
found a peak at τ = nTc, then the phase of the correlation from Eq. 4.5

χ (τ) = arctan

(
ϕsrecsref,Q

(τ)

ϕsrecsref,I
(τ)

)

(4.5)

has to fulfill the following condition

|χ (nTc) − χ (nTc + τχ)| < δχ (4.6)

with δχ the phase deviation, a value that has to be determined empirically like the peak
excursion δ, and −τP < τχ < τP the peak width. τP depends of course on the pulse form, as
the shape of the ACF depends on it. Furthermore, it can be adjusted manually to system
parameters, i.e. decreased, to help small targets fulfill the condition in Eq. 4.6. Speaking
figuratively, Eq. 4.6 means a area in the phase plot that is flat, i.e. the phase is constant.
Fig. 4.7 shows the absolute of a correlation, whereas in Fig. 4.8, the corresponding phase
is plotted. Clearly visible are flat areas corresponding to the peaks. Unfortunately, using
discrete values for calculating the phase via the arctan-function, results in a flattened plot,
compared to the analog case. Fig. 4.8 shows the comparison of the discrete and the analog
correlation phase.

4.2 Free Space and Target Simulation

The simulation of the free space in between the radar system and the target is necessary
to take certain noise effects as well as the free space attenuation into account. Special
interest was on the topic of target simulation. Unlike free space simulation, it is not used
to simulate the entire system, as RCS are assumed to be known. If it was possible to
calculate the RCS of common roadside objects efficiently, imaging would be a lot easier.
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Detected targets could be compared with the calculated RCS and in case of congruence,
the system assumes the respective object at the target location instead of depicting just a
dot. Therefore easy formulas need to be found and their suitability needs to be tested.

4.2.1 Radar Target Simulation

The algorithm that is the core of the imaging system is based on the assumption that
at least two radar sensors see the same object with a similar RCS for slightly different
aspect angle. It is assuming basically that the antenna characteristic changes faster with
aspect angle than the RCS. This assumption is of course not valid for all objects. Ideally,
only objects with cylindrical symmetry along a vertical axis make up the scenario to be
imaged. Obviously, cylinders match this criterion. Therefore the aim was to identify as
many roadside objects as cylinders or composition of multiple cylinders as possible. This
is possible for a variety of objects, such as trees, poles of traffic signs and, most important,
people.

Cylinders or objects resembling cylinders in RCS would have another important ad-
vantage in radar imaging. Literature [40, 41, 45, 46] mentions several formulas to calculate
the RCS of cylindrical elements. If this formulas would prove correct for the objects under
investigation, the imaging system would get a chance to derive the real size of a detected
target by inserting the calculated RCS into the respective formula. Deriving the dimen-
sions of objects is essential for 3D imaging. Therefore, the following section treats the
accordance of these formulas with the RCS obtained by a full wave simulation of cylinders
of different materials. Some results were taken from [47].
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Definition - Radar Cross Section

Effective Area - Effective Width The Radar Cross Section has the dimension of an
area and describes the effective scattering area of an object. This effective area σ depends
on the angle of incidence (ϕi, ϑi) as well as the observation angles (ϕs, ϑs). Obviously the
RCS describes in general a bistatic setup. For the monostatic case only the backscattering
is of interest, i.e. the Radar Cross Section for ϕs = ϕi and ϑs = ϑi (see Fig. 4.15 for
definition of angles). The bistatic RCS is defined as follows:

σ(ϕi,ϑi,ϕs,ϑs) = 4π · lim
r 7→∞

r2 · |Es (r,ϕs, ϑs)|2

|Ei (r,ϕi, ϑi)|2
(4.7)

For objects that extend infinitely to one dimension, the fields do not depend on this di-
mension any more. This means on the one hand that there is an infinite amount of power,
but on the other hand it allows to solve the problem in only two dimensions. This yields
not an effective area as known for 3D objects, but an effective width:

σc(ϕi,ϑi,ϕs,ϑs) = 2π · lim
r 7→∞

r· |Es (r,ϕs, ϑs)|2

|Ei (r,ϕi, ϑi)|2
(4.8)

Forward Scattering As the RCS describes the ratio of the scattered to the incident
E-field, a high RCS can therefore not only describe a reflection area but also a shadow
area. This means that a high RCS in the forward scattering case is expected for objects
that shield the E-field. This scattered field in forward direction interferes destructively
with the incident field so that it results in a low total E-field.

Approximation of the RCS

Infinitely Long Cylinder Exact closed form solutions do exist only for very few ob-
jects. Among these are infinitely long cylinders, which can either be perfectly conducting,
homogeneous or perfectly conducting with homogeneous coating. As mentioned earlier,
the distribution of the E-field is the same in every cross section that is perpendicular to
the cylinder axis. The solution of this problem therefore gives an effective width σc which
can be taken from [40], pp. 271ff. The material constants ǫr and µr for homogeneous
cylinders may be complex, i.e. the objects can have finite conductivity. The given series
solution is valid for both TM-, i.e. E-vector is parallel to the plane of incidence, and TE-
polarized waves, i.e. the E-vector is perpendicular to the plane of incidence. The formula
gives for each polarization two solutions: one for the scattered wave that has the same
polarization as the incident wave and one for the depolarized component, which exists for
non perfectly conducting cylinders with ϑi 6= 90◦ . The scattered wave for infinitely long
cylinders propagates in only one elevation direction ϑ′

s = π − ϑi.

Cylinders of Finite Length The Radar Cross Section of cylinders of finite length
with a height h of several wavelengths (roughly h > 3λ0) can be approximated. For the
approximation Huygen’s principle and the following assumptions are used:
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1. Near the cylinder radially, i.e. a2

λ0

≤ r ≤ h/22

λ0

, the E-field is the same as for an infinite

cylinder, i.e. it is proportional to 1√
r

and therefore outweighs the field proportional

to 1
r
.

2. The width of the scattered field in z-direction is limited by the height of the cylinder.

The plane of integration is parallel to the cylinder axis and has its reference coordinate
system with origin on the scattered wave vector ks

0. Given the above assumptions, the

integration plane reduces to an area limited in height to ±h/2 and in width to ±
√

(h/2)2−a4

λ2

0

.

The integration yields the magnetic Hertz vector which is used to derive the scattered
E-field at the observation point. The integral can be solved in a closed form with the
stationary phase method and results in a factor

L =
4k0h

2

π
cos2 (ϑs) si2

(

k0h
(
sin (Ψi) + sin (Ψs)

))

(4.9)

with Ψi = 90◦ − ϑi and Ψs = 90◦ − ϑs.

Ansoft HFSS Simulation

To simulate the scattered field on a finite elements frequency domain engine like HFSS, the
complete volume within a so called Radiation Box has to be discretized. This box must
have a minimum distance to the closest scattering object of one fourth of the wavelength.
For non perfectly conducting cylinders one has to consider whether to simulate the field
within the scattering object or whether it is sufficient to use surface currents, because of
negligible skin effect, which saves a reasonable amount of time. Another method to save
simulation time is to introduce a symmetry plane in the plane of incidence. Depending on
the type of incident wave perfect-E or perfect-H planes have to be used. Incident waves were
used as sources for all simulations, i.e. plane waves with either TM- or TE-polarizations.
Tab. 4.1 shows the geometry and the cylinder material for each project. All cylinders had
jackets consisting of 20 rectangles, as this conserved simulation time and delivered results
that deviated less than 0.1% from simulations with real cylinders.

Name as/mm hs /mm ar /mm hr /mm Material ǫr µr σ /(S/m)
line1 2.5 80 6 90 copper 1 0.999991 5.8 · 107

line1-75 2.5 60 6 67.5 copper 1 0.999991 5.8 · 107

line7 2 40 6.5 49 water_sea 81 0.999991 4

Tab. 4.1: HFSS projects for RCS validation
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Comparison

In the following section, cylinders of different materials and geometries were illuminated
and observed from different angles. The graphs show the results of the simulation, the
result of the approximation formula and in some cases the relative error, defined as

δrel =
|σapprox − σHFSS|

σapprox

(4.10)

All simulations and calculations were performed at a frequency of 24 GHz which corre-
sponds to λ0 = 12.5 mm. Graphs that show σ over φ, with φ = ϕs − ϕi, are drawn for
the main scattering elevation angle ϑs = π − ϑi only. In general we can state that the
agreement for small |φ| is better than for large values. For radar application, only RCS for
small φ are interesting as transmitter and receiver are spatially close together especially in
automotive applications.
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Copper Cylinder, ϑi = 90◦ Fig. 4.9 shows that the quadratic dependence can be shown
in the simulation as well as in the approximation. The ratio of the cylinder heights is 0.75.
The polarization of the incident wave was TM.

Fig. 4.10 shows the results of TE illuminated cylinders. As already mentioned, the
agreement is better for small angles.

Fig. 4.11 is the same copper cylinder again illuminated with a TM wave. The graph
shows the deviation for constant φ = 0 over ϑs. It shows clearly that the results agree only
for the main scattering direction ϑs = π − ϑi. The approximated RCS decreases faster
than the simulated one. One reason is the short cylinder height of only 3 wavelengths used
here. The cylinder ends are not taken into account by the approximation formula. As a
result of this assumption, better agreement over ϑs is expected for larger h.
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Sea Water Cylinder, ϑi = 79◦ Sea Water was chosen as a dielectric material for two
reasons. First it is assumed to have ǫr and µr similar to those of human tissue. The second
reason was to validate if the approximation formula can be used for high ǫr materials, too.
Fig. 4.13 shows in polar plots the RCS in m2 over φ for ϑi = 79◦ . Again it is clearly visible,
especially for the TM illuminated case, that the agreement for small |φ| is good.

Fig. 4.14 shows the relative error for TM- and TE-polarized waves over φ for different
incident elevation angles. The important difference between the two plots is that for TM-
polarized wave, i.e. the E-field vector lies in the plane of incidence, the results get a lot
better for ϑs → 90◦ . For TE-polarization the error remains roughly the same for the
investigated range of angles.

Conclusion and Future Work

This section shows that it is basically possible to use approximation formulas instead of
full wave simulations. Measurements could help to verify if the approximation for the RCS
over ϑs for longer cylinders gets better. The next step in calculating RCS sequences would
then be to coherently add the echoes of different cylinders in close proximity to each other.

4.2.2 Modeling the Channel

The channel is modeled within the full simulation in MatLab. Other than in a real world
environment, where multiple noise effects occur, the simulation is reduced to the most
important ones. All simulated noise effects are implemented in a separate module.

Additive White Gaussian Noise

Clearly, white Gaussian noise is the most common noise effect. It can be easily implemented
within the simulation. The noise parameter SNR’, describes the noise power in the model,
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Fig. 4.13: Comparison RCS Simulation-Approximation in m2 over ϕs, ϑs = 79◦ , non-
depolarized components, material water_sea (ǫr = 81, µr = 0.999991, σ =
4 S/m), ϕi = 0◦ , ϑi = 101◦ , project line7 (a=2 mm, h=40 mm)

more precisely the ratio of the mean transmitted power to the mean noise power after the
IF mixer. This uncommon ratio was chosen, as the ratio at the receiver depends on target
properties, such as distance and RCS. If the standard definition was used, a reference
target would have to be defined. This is obsolete when comparing the received noise to
the transmitted power. This ratio furthermore can be transformed easily into the standard
ratio, received signal power to received noise power, in case the target properties are known
in addition to the system parameters. From the given

SNR′ =
E {Psignal,TX}
E {PNoise,RX}

(4.11)

the mean noise power can be calculated. The simulated noise is then generated by MatLab
and added to the received IF signal. The main effects of additive white Gaussian noise
AWGN is detection of noise spikes as targets and non-detection of weak targets due to a
noise floor in the ACF. Both effects can be simulated by adding the MatLab generated noise
to the calculated received signal. The SNR at the receiver can be derived from Eq. 4.11
by replacing E {Psignal,TX} by E {Psignal,RX}, which can be expressed by the radar equation
Eq. 3.8.

DC Offset

As already mentioned in Sec. 2.4.1, DC offsets are an important problem for PN radars.
The section also describes a method, namely the IF correlation, that can avoid DC offsets.
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Fig. 4.14: Comparison RCS Simulation-Approximation, dependence of relative error on
incidence elevation angle over ϕs, project line7 (a=2 mm, h=40 mm)

In order to test the power of the IF correlator, DC offsets were implemented. A constant
offset F is added to the amplitude of the received IF signal.

Variation of the Intermediate Frequency

In Sec. 2.4.3, the influence of the IF on the correlation result was discussed. This section
proposes the usage of an intermediate frequency that is a multiple of the inverse chip
duration. A variable IF in the simulation allows verification of the noise effects caused by
a differing IF. The reason for such a divergence results from non-ideal elements, i.e. there
is no infinite precision. Furthermore, the simulation was implemented, so that the IF of
the received signal may differ from the IF of the reference signal. This situation eventually
appears when the Doppler effect is taken into account. Assuming a chip duration of 1 ns,
the bandwidth of the spreading sequence will be on the order of 1 GHz. This is narrow
when compared to the carrier frequency of 24 GHz. Therefore, it is legitimate to assume
the Doppler shift as constant for the entire spectrum under investigation.

Other noise effects

The above mentioned effects were identified as the most important ones and therefore
included into the simulation. Other disturbances of the radar system such as multipath
propagation and the related Rayleigh fading were unaccounted for. Multipath propagation
appears for targets that scatter the received wave to more than one direction, i.e. all targets.
Furthermore, highly reflective boundary conditions, i.e. a guardrail, another metal plane,
or a wet surface needs to be present and provide a second or third propagation path in
addition to the line of sight. The effect of these reflections are so called ghost targets.
They result from the assumption that received signals traveled on the line of sight from
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the source to the target and back to the receiver. Given the example in Fig. 4.17, the
imaging system might display a total of two targets. First, there is the reflection of the
target car that travel back to the radar the direct way, i.e. on a line of sight. The second
target that is not existent, will be displayed at the position marked by the gray car.
Usually the amplitude of the signal that experiences multiple reflections is reduced by one
or more orders of magnitude. The distance of the ghost target is the distance the multiple
reflected wave traveled. Ghost targets are a problem that appear with all radar and radar
imaging types, as the problem is not caused by system parameters but by environmental
parameters. Therefore the only solution for this problem is intelligent target tracking or
other means of data processing.

Ghost targets for the system under investigation can also be caused by the combination
of information from different sensors as sketched in Sec. 3.5. These are system specific, but
the methods to avoid ghost targets can be transferred to the problem mentioned above.

4.3 Full Simulation

Finally, this section will show the power of the discussed algorithm, embedded into the
simulation of the radar front end as well as the free space propagation. Using simulation
data instead of measured data has two reasons. On the one hand, it allows the comparison
of noise corrupted data with ideal data. Second, measured data, was available from one
sensor, but not of the entire system.

4.3.1 Flow Chart of the Full Simulation

The flow chart in Fig. 4.18, exhibits all subroutines of the full simulation. It furthermore
outlines the data flow. The data on the left hand side of the chart contains environmental
parameters, namely “target location and RCS” and “noise parameters”, as well as system
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Fig. 4.16: Northwest view of a cylinder model with incident (yellow) and one reflected
ray (cyan)

parameters. System parameters are given by the system itself and are generally constant for
a specific imaging system. Environmental parameters characterize, as given by the name,
the current surrounding area. The right hand side of the graph contains the subroutines
and in their sequential order. It exhibits furthermore the data that is handed over from
one module to the next. As all subroutines depend on data from the previous module,
parallelization is not possible. For the following sections, which contain several examples
to illustrate the abilities of the algorithm under investigation, all parameters are given so
that the respective results can easily be reproduced.

4.3.2 Results

The following sections will demonstrate the abilities of the entire system. Separated into
three chapters, the boundary conditions will converge with each step to near reality. The
first step is a noiseless scenario with an inter-target distance larger than the inter-sensor
distances. This avoids the creation of possible combinations and the decision for one or
more of them. After introducing arbitrary inter-target distances in step two, the last
paragraph shows results that were simulated using a noisy environment.

For all simulations, a set of system parameters was used that is discussed in short
here. The sensors were set at positions s1 = (−0.75 0 0)T, s2 = (0 0 0)T, and
s3 = (0.75 0 0)T. The sensor spacing is deduced from the width of a standard car. As
mentioned in the beginning of this document, the intention is, to place the entire system
in the front bumper of a car.
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Fig. 4.17: Multipath scenario showing the direct reflection as well as the indirect return
via the guardrail and the location of the ghost target

The carrier frequency for all examples was assumed to be 24 GHz, due to the relatively
wide ISM band located there. The intermediate frequency was set to 2 GHz. The choice
is on the one hand made according to the chip duration, i.e. the IF needs to be greater
than half the signal bandwidth, and on the other hand set as low as possible, as devices
are cheaper and easier to handle.

The antenna characteristics were chosen according to the considerations in Sec. 2.3.2.
Fig. 4.19 shows the transmit antenna pattern, covering the entire field of view with an
almost constant gain, whereas the receive antennas in Fig. 4.20 are required to vary, so
that a high diversity for the different responses is obtained. The outer receive antennas
have an inclination of seven degrees toward the center.

The chip duration was chosen to be Tc = 1ns. This choice is somewhat arbitrary, as it
can only be chosen properly, when range precision and bandwidth limitations are obeyed.
A duration of one nanosecond is accomplishable, when looking at the hardware design
side. The only factor that might limit the system to a lower range precision might be
the communication control authorities, as the ISM band at 24 GHz is at the moment only
250 kHz wide, i.e. it is to narrow for a Tc = 1ns. Chances are good that a wider band is
assigned to automotive radar soon.

For the demonstration Gaussian shaped pulses were used. The choice was made, as
they exhibit the best time-bandwidth-product. Furthermore, the pulse form in use here,
exhibits sharper ACF peaks as rectangular pulses.

Peak excursion and quantization vector are to be chosen with good knowledge of the
environmental parameters. Furthermore, antenna characteristics need to be taken into
account, to determine a peak excursion value that provides good detection of real targets
and prevents the detection of noise spikes as targets. For the quantization vector, it makes
sense to use a value about an order of magnitude lower than the peak excursion as the
minimum. For the maximum digital value, a value that is roughly the dynamic range of the
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Fig. 4.18: Flow chart of the full simulation implemented in MatLab
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the three receive antennas

analog system times the minimum digital value is chosen. The values in between minimum
and maximum depend on the chosen distribution, for the example here, a logarithmic
distribution was chosen.

The choice for the code is made dependent on the available time and the noise in
presence. For low noise environments, a short code can be used, whereas longer codes shall
be used under noisy circumstances. A code length of L = 1024bit is regarded as a good
trade off between required correlation time and resulting SNR.

The discretized target area was set to an area 20 × 20 m2, centrally located in front of
the radar system. The maximum ranges within this field may bring the analog system to
its limits as far as the dynamic range is concerned.

Noiseless Environment

The first two examples will be set up in a noiseless environment. They were chosen to
demonstrate the main problem that arises from a finite precision and targets in close
proximity.

Unambiguous Combinations The first scenario under investigation is chosen, so that
the inter-target distance is greater than the inter-sensor distance, which results in unam-
biguous sensor response combinations. The targets are located at t1 = (−1 3 0)T,
t2 = (3 6 0)T, t3 = (1 10 0)T, and t4 = (−3 12 0)T, with normalized RCS
a1 = 30, a2 = 1, a3 = 0.1, and a4 = 5. With the above mentioned system parame-
ters, the simulated sensors yield the values shown in Tab. 4.3, with d the return distance
TX - target - RX. According to the choice of the targets, the creation of the list of possibly
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Sensor 1 Sensor 2 Sensor 3
d / m A
6.1980 4.9131
13.7940 0.0854
20.2200 0.1361
24.5820 0.0971

d / m A
6.3420 8.3600
13.4340 0.0482
20.1180 0.1110
24.7560 0.3377

d / m A
6.6600 3.7682
13.1400 0.0388
20.0700 0.0879
24.9600 0.2458

Tab. 4.2: Table of sensor responses for a three sensor scenario, with four targets visible
for all sensors

corresponding targets is trivial. As mentioned in Sec. 3.5, in addition to the full sets,
those assuming one quasi-blind sensor are added. The complete list is shown in Tab. 4.3.
It results from peak detection of the ACFs that are depicted in Fig. 4.21. Applying the

K S1 S2 S3

1 1 1 1
2 – 1 1
3 1 – 1
4 1 1 –

K S1 S2 S3

5 2 2 2
6 – 2 2
7 2 – 2
8 2 2 –

K S1 S2 S3

9 3 3 3
10 – 3 3
11 3 – 3
12 3 3 –

K S1 S2 S3

13 4 4 4
14 – 4 4
15 4 – 4
16 4 4 –

Tab. 4.3: All possible combinations that are checked by the algorithm for their minimum
J value

algorithm on these combinations yields the final target picture as in Fig. 4.22. It shows a
sketched road that helps to visualize roadside dimensions. On the bottom right side of the
road, the radar equipped vehicle is assumed. It is marked by the transmit antenna, a trian-
gle in the figure, and three receive antennas, three upside-down triangles. “+” (blue) signs
indicate the true target locations, whereas circles (red) indicate the calculated positions.
The fact that more calculated targets exist than real ones, results from the consideration
of quasi-blind sensors. It is clearly visible in Fig. 4.22 that the system works perfectly for
a noiseless environment, even though more targets than sensors are present. With given
RCS variations of almost 25 dB, the result proves the applicability of the algorithm and the
simulation. Slight deviations of the calculated targets result from combinations assuming
quasi-blind sensors. As those are marked in the result list, they can easily be removed.
The positions calculated for the full combinations, as well as the deviations from the real
targets, are given in Tab. 4.4.

location calculated deviation
(−1 3 0)T (−1.0 3.0 0)T 0
(3 6 0)T (3.0 6.0 0)T 0
(1 10 0)T (0.8 10.0 0)T 0.2

(−3 12 0)T (−3.1 12.0 0)T 0.1

Tab. 4.4: Calculated results compared to real locations for the unambiguous scenario
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Fig. 4.22: Final calculated target location
for the unambiguous scenario

Ambiguous Combinations The above example described above is repeated, again in
a noiseless environment, but with targets that are spaced so that several combinations
of sensor responses are possible. The targets are now located at t1 = (−1.6 5 0)T,
t2 = (−0.4 4 0)T, t3 = (0.2 4 0)T, and t4 = (1.8 5 0)T, again with normalized
RCS a1 = 20, a2 = 1, a3 = 20, and a4 = 3. Again the peaks detected form the ACFs in
Fig. 4.23 are listed in Tab. 4.5. Clearly, targets T2 and T3 are not resolved into two targets
by sensors S1 and S3. Furthermore, targets T1 and T4 cannot be separated by sensor
S1. As the targets are spaced more closely here, multiple combinations are created. The

Sensor 1 Sensor 2 Sensor 3
d / m A
7.9380 0.6356
8.1420 8.5353
10.3320 0.7178
10.9440 0.4105

d / m A
8.0100 9.4056
10.4940 2.4339

0 0
0 0

d / m A
8.0460 13.7163
10.4340 0.4105
10.8000 0.8759

0 0

Tab. 4.5: Table of sensor responses for a three sensor scenario, with two targets visible
for all sensors, one visible for three sensors, and another one visible for only one
sensor

entire list of possible combinations is given in Tab. 4.6. Fig. 4.24 holds again the sketched
roadside scenario. It can be observed that target T4 is slightly dislocated by the algorithm.
Furthermore, a ghost target appears between T3 and T4. It is caused by combination
K = 9. Observing the J values of the calculated locations yields J9 = 2.29, whereas other
full combination J values are less than 0.5. So by refining the J criterion, ghost targets like
in this example might be avoidable. A deviation list as in the last paragraph was created
using the four results with the lowest J values. It is shown in Tab. 4.7.
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K S1 S2 S3

1 – 1 1
2 1 1 1
3 1 1 –
4 2 1 –
5 2 1 1

K S1 S2 S3

6 – 2 2
7 – 2 3
8 3 2 –
9 3 2 2
10 3 2 3
11 4 2 –
12 4 2 2
13 4 2 3

K S1 S2 S3

14 1 – 1
15 2 – 1
16 3 – 2
17 3 – 3
18 4 – 2
19 4 – 3

Tab. 4.6: All possible combinations that are checked by the algorithm for their minimum
J value, ambiguous scenario
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Fig. 4.23: ACFs of all three sensors for the
ambiguous scenario
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Fig. 4.24: Final calculated target location
for the ambiguous scenario

Noisy Environment

To complete the results section, noisy environments are introduced. The following examples
are simulated with a normalized DC-offset of 0.1, corresponding roughly to 0.1V offset.
The additive white Gaussian noise is characterized by the ratio average received noise
power to average EIRP (SNR’). This was chosen because the SNR at the receiver varies
with RCS and distance of the closest target. Targets used for this example outline a simple
roadside scenario, which is drawn in Fig. 4.25. The light car at the bottom left is the vehicle
equipped with the imaging system under investigation. Targets are located at the positions
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location calculated deviation
(−1.6 5 0)T (−1.7 5.0 0)T 0.1
(−0.4 4 0)T (−0.3 4.0 0)T 0.1
(0.2 4 0)T (0.2 4.0 0)T 0
(1.8 5 0)T (1.4 5.1 0)T 0.4

Tab. 4.7: Comparison of the calculated and real target locations, ambiguous scenario

Fig. 4.25: Figure of the assumed roadside scenario

listed in matrix T with normalized RCS given by a.
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The simulation shows good results for both SNR’, 80 dB in Fig. 4.26 and 65 dB in Fig. 4.27.
Clearly, in both simulations, ghost targets are observed. As mentioned, this is an inevitable
result of allowing quasi-blind sensors. Its influence may be reduced by further refinement of
the J criteria. The comparison of the two noise levels yields furthermore the disappearance
of weak targets, with increasing noise. It is important to mention further key features here.
First, even the high noise scenario, does not depict any calculated targets closer than the
first real target on the road. This is essential to avoid dangerous emergency breaks during
autonomous cruises, or warnings to the driver in assisted cruises. Second, the amount of
ghost targets is manageable. Tracing, as possible in a moving environment, was not applied
here, but will certainly help to decrease the number of ghost targets enormously.
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Fig. 4.26: Calculated target locations for a
noise level of 80 dB below the
EIRP
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Fig. 4.27: Calculated target locations for a
noise level of 65 dB below the
EIRP



5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

5.1 Conclusion

The presented work demonstrates the applicability of non-coherent sensors for radar imag-
ing. In detail, three pseudo noise radar sensors, i.e. sensors using spreading techniques and
a correlator to determine the range information, were combined.

The radar front end concept was taken over from another project with slight modifica-
tions. The correlation of the PN receivers now takes place at the intermediate frequency.
This yields a higher dynamic range and faster correlation. The spacing in between the
sensors was chosen so that the entire system would fit into the front bumper of a standard
car, i.e. a maximum width of 1.5m was obeyed. The acquired data from each sensor is
then fed into a processing unit. The task of the processing unit is to combine data from
several independent sensors, i.e. it is not necessary to synchronize the sensors in frequency
or phase. The processing unit must be able to yield a certain range and angular precision
not only for a single target environment, but for a large number of obstacles, i.e. more
targets than sensors, so that trilateration alone cannot be utilized.

The processing unit performs at first a standard triangulation. With multi target
environments, the usual problem arises. It is ambiguous which response from sensor A
corresponds to a certain response of sensor B. Given two targets that have a spacing in
between them less than the distance between two sensors, it is impossible for a standard
trilateration to determine which responses to combine. To perform trilateration, two cor-
responding range values are necessary for a two dimensional scenario. With three sensors
it is possible to either image a three dimensional scenario or to introduce redundancy that
allows the correction of noise effects. The number of range values of different sensors that
may correspond to each other depends on system parameters, such as precision, and sen-
sor location. Triangulation alone cannot solve the problem. Therefore, triangulation is
performed for all possible combinations. This yields a large number of ghost targets. The
second step of the presented algorithm is then intended to increase the location precision
and to reduce the number of ghost targets. These goals can be reached by exploiting the
amplitude information that is provided by the sensors. Assuming the RCS roughly con-
stant for the small changes in aspect angle, resulting from slightly different sensor locations,
different amplitudes for one target can be measured for different sensors, as the receivers
have different antenna gain, i.e. gain diversity. The above made assumption now becomes
a vital part. Each pair, consisting of range and amplitude value, of every combination is
now inserted into the radar equation. The radar equation is calculated upside down, so
that it yields the radar cross section (RCS) of the detected object. By now, for each re-
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sponse at each sensor, an RCS value is obtained. The obtained RCS for each combination
are compared and a deviation number is introduced. Depending on the deviation number,
those combinations are marked as true targets that have the smallest in the calculated
RCS.

The above described algorithm was simulated together with the modified radar front
ends. The results prove the applicability of radar imaging using noncoherent sensors. The
obtained images, as presented in the previous section, show good agreement with the given
scenario. Within the critical area, i.e. in between the radar equipped car and the near-
est obstacle, no ghost targets appear. Furthermore the angular precision is sufficient in
this area to determine, whether targets are located on the road or next to it. Fulfilling
these two boundary conditions makes the algorithm applicable for the automotive environ-
ment. Though the presented work is restricted to two dimensions, an extension to three
dimensions is possible, if required. For automotive environments, a three dimensional ver-
sion, requiring higher computing power, is in general not necessary, as all roadside objects
are limited to movements on the ground. Picking up the question from the introduction,
whether non coherent radar imaging is suitable for the automotive environment, a clear
“yes” is the answer.

5.2 Future Work

Though a functional imaging system is presented, some points are worth to invest some
more research. As with any imaging system, ghost targets play a vital role and their
avoidance will be treated first.

Target tracking is a feature that has not been included so far. It is an efficient method
to identify objects and to reduce ghost targets. Assuming a car that has multiple reflection
centers, target tracking might combine several detected scattering centers into one object.
Furthermore, a tracking algorithm is able to detect ghost targets. As those targets result
from various noise effects, such as multipath propagation, they are likely to change their
location and speed discontinuously. Therefore, all objects that do not show continuous,
moderate, and rational change of their location properties can be marked as ghost targets
and suppressed on the display.

Another field for further improvement would be the speed of the imaging algorithm. It
will on the one hand benefit from increased processor speed, but research toward a faster
algorithm is definitely worth some effort. Given a faster algorithm, the entire image might
be fast enough for pre-crash sensing instead of using sensor raw data only. With pre-crash
capable radar images, a lot more possibilities arise for passenger and pedestrian safety.
Furthermore, some accidents can even be avoided due to automated breaking.

The peak detector used in the presented work provides sufficient performance. A better
suppression of noise peaks would help to reduce ghost targets. One method to avoid the
detection of noise peaks would be the further development of the proposed phase detection
algorithm. A higher peak detector performance would furthermore increase the dynamic
range of the entire system and therefore the maximum imaging range.
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Another possibility for system improvement is the analog to digital converter. Even
though it is farfetched, a very fast ADC that provides high resolution at the same time,
would be able to sample the received signal directly. The obtained digital data can be corre-
lated via a Fourier transform, which is much faster than the analog correlation. Thereafter,
considerations, whether a two dimensional correlation is possible, can be made. A 2D cor-
relation would not only allow range measurements directly, but also velocity measurement,
via the frequency shift due to the Doppler effect.
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